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Chapter 1

Introduction

Historically, the term fairing refers to a structure whose function is to improve
the aerodynamics of a particular object. For example, a fairing helps reduce the
drag of an airplane or boat. In this regard, to fair a given design is part of the
process of streamlining. This concept was then translated to industrial design
and architecture, and its meaning has widened to include smooth shapes that help
structures fit more naturally in their environment. In this particular work, we
investigate two families of curves that are closely related to the industry and to
natural processes: The Euler’s elasticae and the log-aesthetic curves.

The problem of the elastica is that of finding the shape that a thin strip of elastic
material acquired when it is bent. The most complete mathematical solution is
attributed to Euler, hence the term Euler’s elastica. It is interesting to know that
the elastica serves as a mathematical model of the mechanical spline, used for
shipbuilding and similar applications, and it directly inspired the modern theory
of mathematical splines [28], which are widely used in computer-aided design
and computer graphics. From a mathematical point of view, the Euler’s elastica
(or elastic curve) is a class of planar curves characterized as the solutions to
the variational problem of minimizing the elastic energy under certain boundary
conditions. It has been regarded as one of the most important classes of planar
curves because it is endowed with rich mathematical structure: exact solutions,
integrability, geometry of elliptic curves, and so on [31, 43]. D. Brander et al. [6]
have proposed an algorithm to fair (to approximate) a given planar curve segment
to an Euler’s elastica, motivated mainly by the development of the robotic hot-
blade cutting technology. In this thesis, motivated by the problem, in architecture,
to characterize the profile keylines of Japanese handmade pantiles, where the curve
data is obtained in the form of discrete point data, we aim to construct a fairing
method of discrete planar curves by utilizing the integrable discrete analogue of
the Euler’s elastica proposed by A. I. Bobenko and Y. B. Suris [5].
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The log-aesthetic curves (LAC) constitute a class of planar spirals that includes
the logarithmic spiral, the Nielsen’s spiral, the Cornu spiral, and the circle involute,
among others. This family is defined to best represent the properties observed by
T. Harada et al. [15], who set up an experiment to analyze aesthetically pleasing
curves from the viewpoint of the observer. Their main result may be described
as follows: the curves that car designers regard as aesthetically pleasing have the
common property that the frequency histogram of the radius of curvature follows
a piece-wise linear relation in a log-log scale. An analytic formulation of the LAC
was provided in [36, 50], which promoted theoretical and practical studies of LAC
towards their use in computer-aided geometric design as indicated by Levien and
Séquin [29]. Several works have been written regarding the implementation and
construction of LAC with fixed boundary conditions, see for example [10, 11, 51].
Furthermore, extensions to surfaces have also been considered with an emphasis
on providing practical tools for industrial design, see [35]. From a different point
of view, LAC have been characterized as curves that are obtained via a variational
principle in the framework of similarity geometry, moreover, they can also be seen
as invariant curves under the integrable flow on plane curves which is governed
by the Burgers equation [23]. This fact was also shown to be useful at providing
an integrable discretization of the LAC that preserves the underlying geometric
structure [20]. All these previous works contributed to constructing methods that
generate a desirable shape with given fixed conditions.

The goal of this thesis is to provide tools, founded on geometric properties,
to be used in reverse engineering applications. In Chapter 2, we review the basic
concepts of planar curves and discrete planar curves. In Chapter 3, we focus our
attention to the Euler’s elastica. We review, in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, the properties
and results of the continuous and discrete Euler’s elastica, respectively. In each
instance, we show that all the discrete objects possess analogue properties than
their continuous counterpart. In Section 3.3, we construct a method to fair a given
discrete planar curve by using the integrable discrete analogue of Euler’s elastica.
In Chapter 4, in analogy to the previous chapter, we focus our attention to the LAC.
In Section 4.1, we review some basic definitions and present a result showing that
a general LAC segment can be uniquely identified by seven parameters. We use
this result in Section 4.2 to construct an algorithmic method, assuming discrete
input data, to approximate a given planar curve. Finally, in Chapter 5 we use our
findings in two concrete applications. In Section 5.1, we characterize the profile
keylines of Japanese handmade pantiles by the integrable discrete analogue of the
Euler’s elasticae and in Section 5.2 we characterize some simple profile lines of a
car’s roof by the LAC.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

2.1 Planar curves
Let us start with some basic definitions of planar curves, in part to introduce the
notation that we are going to use in this thesis. We use the convention that a point
𝑃 ∈ R2 is expressed as a column vector, i.e.,

𝑃 =

(
𝑥
𝑦

)
= t(𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ R2. (2.1)

We denote by R𝜑 to the counterclockwise rotation matrix of angle 𝜑,

R𝜑 =

(
cos 𝜑 − sin 𝜑
sin 𝜑 cos 𝜑

)
. (2.2)

Regarding the functions, the first, second, etc., derivative of any given function 𝑓

will be denoted as 𝑓 ′(𝑡), 𝑓 ′′(𝑡), etc., respectively. For the curves, we focus our
attention only on a particular kind of planar curves, those which are regular and
smooth, so we simply refer to them as planar curves. The notion of smoothness
that we consider is that all orders of derivatives exist and are continuous. A more
comprehensive introduction can be found in any introductory book on differential
geometry of curves and surfaces (see, for example, [1, 7]).

Definition 2.1 — A (regular and smooth) planar curve is a function 𝛾 : [𝑡0, 𝑡1] →
R2 defined over the interval [𝑡0, 𝑡1] ⊂ R such that

(1) there exists a smooth function Γ : 𝐼 → R2 defined over an open set 𝐼 ⊃
[𝑡0, 𝑡1] which extends the function 𝛾, and

(2) its first derivative satisfies that ‖𝛾′(𝑡)‖ > 0, 𝑡 ∈ [𝑡0, 𝑡1].
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Let 𝛾 : [𝑡0, 𝑡1] → R2 be a planar curve. Then, the arc length function is
defined as

𝑠(𝑡) :=
∫ 𝑡

𝑡0

‖𝛾′(𝑡)‖ d𝑡, 𝑡 ∈ [𝑡0, 𝑡1], (2.3)

and the total length of 𝛾 as

𝐿 ≡ 𝐿 [𝛾] :=
∫ 𝑡1

𝑡0

‖𝛾′(𝑡)‖ d𝑡. (2.4)

The tangent and normal vectors are defined as

𝑇 (𝑡) :=
𝛾′(𝑡)
‖𝛾′(𝑡)‖ , 𝑡 ∈ [𝑡0, 𝑡1], (2.5)

and
𝑁 (𝑡) := R𝜋/2 𝑇 (𝑡), 𝑡 ∈ [𝑡0, 𝑡1], (2.6)

respectively, where R𝜋/2 is a 𝜋/2 counterclockwise rotation matrix. Furthermore,
the tangent and normal vectors, being unit vectors, are parameterized by the
turning angle function 𝜓 : [𝑡0, 𝑡1] → R, such that

𝑇 (𝑡) =
(
cos𝜓(𝑡)
sin𝜓(𝑡)

)
, 𝑁 (𝑡) =

(− sin𝜓(𝑡)
cos𝜓(𝑡)

)
. (2.7)

The (signed) curvature ^ : [𝑡0, 𝑡1] → R is defined in such a way that it satisfies

𝑇 ′(𝑡) = 𝑠′(𝑡)^(𝑡)𝑁 (𝑡), 𝑡 ∈ [𝑡0, 𝑡1] . (2.8)

The (signed) radius of curvature 𝜌(𝑡) at a point 𝑡 ∈ [𝑡0, 𝑡1] is defined as the radius
of the osculating circle of 𝛾(𝑡) at the point 𝑡, i.e.,

𝜌(𝑡) :=
1

𝜓′(𝑡) 𝑠
′(𝑡). (2.9)

At each point 𝛾(𝑡), the orthonormal basis {𝑇 (𝑡), 𝑁 (𝑡)} of R2 helps describe the
local properties of the curve. This basis is called the Frenet frame and it is
identified with elements of the special orthogonal group by

Φ(𝑡) := [𝑇 (𝑡), 𝑁 (𝑡)] ∈ SO(2), 𝑡 ∈ [𝑡0, 𝑡1] . (2.10)

Finally, from (2.6) and (2.8), it can be seen that the equation of motion of the
Frenet frame, which moves along the curve, satisfies that

Φ′(𝑡) = Φ(𝑡)𝐿 (𝑡), 𝐿(𝑡) =
(

0 −𝑠′(𝑡)^(𝑡)
𝑠′(𝑡)^(𝑡) 0

)
, (2.11)

which is called the Frenet formula.
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Remark 2.2 — Consider the tangent vector parameterized by the turning angle, as
in (2.7). Then, it is easy to see that

𝑇 ′(𝑡) = 𝜓′(𝑡)𝑁 (𝑡). (2.12)

Thus, by comparing (2.12) with (2.8), we obtain an expression for the curvature in
terms of the turning angle, as

^(𝑡) = 1
𝑠′(𝑡)𝜓

′(𝑡), (2.13)

which provides a simple relationship between the radius of curvature and the
curvature,

𝜌(𝑡) = 1
^(𝑡) . (2.14)

Note that the arc length function (2.3) of a (regular) curve 𝛾(𝑡), 𝑡 ∈ [𝑡0, 𝑡1], is
a smooth function with nowhere vanishing first derivative; hence, it is a strictly
monotonic smooth bijection with its image 𝑠( [𝑡0, 𝑡1]) = [0, 𝐿] ⊂ R. With this in
mind, we can always find a reparameterization �̄�(𝑠) = (𝛾 ◦ 𝑠−1) (𝑠), 𝑠 ∈ [0, 𝐿],
such that the parameter 𝑠 represents the partial length of the curve. This param-
eter is called the arc length parameter and, when there is no confusion with its
corresponding function, will be denoted as 𝑠, as well.

Definition 2.3 — A curve 𝛾 : [𝑠0, 𝑠1] → R2 is parameterized by arc length if and
only if ‖𝛾′(𝑠)‖ = 1 for all 𝑠 ∈ [𝑠0, 𝑠1].
Remark 2.4 — Note that the total length of an arc length parameterized curve
𝛾(𝑠), 𝑠 ∈ [𝑠0, 𝑠1], is 𝐿 = 𝑠1 − 𝑠0, the tangent vector is 𝑇 (𝑠) = 𝛾′(𝑠), the curvature
satisfies 𝑇 ′(𝑠) = ^(𝑠)𝑁 (𝑠), and can be computed as ^(𝑠) = 𝜓′(𝑠).

Theorem 2.5 (Fundamental Theorem of Planar Curves) — Given a function
^ : [𝑠0, 𝑠1] → R, there exists a curve 𝛾 : [𝑠0, 𝑠1] → R2 parameterized by arc
length which has ^ as its curvature function. Furthermore, this curve is uniquely
determined up to rigid transformations of the plane.

Proof. From the expression ^(𝑠) = 𝜓′(𝑠), for the curvature of an arc length
parameterized curve, we find that

𝜓𝑖 (𝑠) =
∫ 𝑠

𝑠0

^(𝑠) d𝑠 + 𝜓𝑖, 𝑠 ∈ [𝑠0, 𝑠1] (2.15)
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<latexit sha1_base64="fb+2Mj56NXUd5i7mdCfXkcCI6fc=">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</latexit>

# (B)

<latexit sha1_base64="wUOhfP6V2GScjGR1pdhlsEGcuNg=">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</latexit>

W(B)

<latexit sha1_base64="MxmjPRYMbTAvMRW4qaFSRhDN5xo=">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</latexit>

⇢(s)

Figure 2.1: Representation of a planar curve and its relation to the Frenet frame,
the turning angle, and the radius of curvature.

for some 𝜓𝑖 ∈ R. Then, from 𝑇 (𝑠) = 𝛾′(𝑠) we obtain

𝛾𝑖 (𝑠) :=
∫ 𝑠

𝑠0

(
cos𝜓𝑖 (𝑠)
sin𝜓𝑖 (𝑠)

)
d𝑠 +

(
𝑥𝑖
𝑦𝑖

)
, 𝑠 ∈ [𝑠0, 𝑠1], (2.16)

for some t(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖) ∈ R2. By construction, 𝛾𝑖 is an arc length parameterized curve
with curvature ^. Moreover, (2.16) is the general solution for such curves. For
the second part, assume 𝛾1 and 𝛾2 are two arc length parameterized curves with
curvature ^, described by (2.16) with constants {𝜓1, 𝑥1, 𝑦1} and {𝜓2, 𝑥2, 𝑦2}, re-
spectively. Then, it is easy to see that

𝛾2 =

(
cos (𝜓2 − 𝜓1) − sin (𝜓2 − 𝜓1)
sin (𝜓2 − 𝜓1) cos (𝜓2 − 𝜓1)

) (
𝛾1 −

(
𝑥1
𝑦1

))
+

(
𝑥2
𝑦2

)
, (2.17)

which shows that 𝛾1 and 𝛾2 differ only by rigid transformations of the plane. �

Corollary 2.6 — Given a function 𝜓 : [𝑠0, 𝑠1] → R, there exists an arc length
parameterized curve 𝛾 : [𝑠0, 𝑠1] → R2 which has 𝜓 as its turning angle function.
Furthermore, this curve is uniquely determined up to translations of the plane.

The last two results are telling us that any curve can be completely characterized
in terms of its curvature or turning angle function, disregarding any rigid motion
of the plane. The equations of the curvature or the turning angle in terms of the
arc length parameter are consider to be intrinsic equations, in the sense that they
represent qualities of the curve that do not change from system to system. In
the literature, equation relating the curvature and arc length are known as Cesáro
equations, and equations relating the turning angle and the arc length are known
as Whewell equations [49].
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Example 2.7 (Euler’s elastica) — Consider 𝜓(𝑠), 𝑠 ∈ [𝑠0, 𝑠1], such that

𝜓′′ + ` sin𝜓 = 0, (2.18)

for some ` > 0. This differential equation can be solved by exploiting the
properties of the Jacobi elliptic functions. It is easy to check that

sin
𝜓(𝑠)

2
= sn

(
𝑘−1√`𝑠; 𝑘

)
, cos

𝜓(𝑠)
2

= cn
(
𝑘−1√`𝑠; 𝑘

)
, (2.19)

for some 𝑘 > 0, is an implicit solution of (2.18). In particular, we use the following
three properties for the functions sn(𝑢; 𝑘), cn(𝑢; 𝑘), and dn(𝑢; 𝑘), of modulus 𝑘 ,

(sn(𝑢; 𝑘))2 + (cn(𝑢; 𝑘))2 = 1, (2.20)
d

d𝑢
sn(𝑢; 𝑘) = cn(𝑢; 𝑘) dn(𝑢; 𝑘), (2.21)

d
d𝑢

dn(𝑢; 𝑘) = −𝑘2 sn(𝑢; 𝑘) cn(𝑢; 𝑘). (2.22)

From (2.20) and (2.21) we get

𝜓′(𝑠) = 2𝑘−1√` dn
(
𝑘−1√`𝑠; 𝑘

)
. (2.23)

Then, we take the derivative of (2.23) and use (2.22) to prove that (2.18) holds.
Furthermore, (2.23) gives the expression for the curvature, which is computed as
^(𝑠) = 𝜓′(𝑠).

2.2 Discrete planar curves
For discrete systems, there is no general framework accepted as canonical. In
fact, depending on the uses, different definitions coexist and are welcome. This is
more noticeable for derived quantities, for example the discrete tangent, discrete
curvature, discrete Frenet frame, and so on. In our case, we follow the notion of
discrete curves provided in [3, 18].

Definition 2.8 — A discrete (regular) planar curve of size 𝑁 ∈ N is a map
𝛾 : [0, 𝑁 − 1] ∩ N → R2 defined over the integers, identified by 𝛾(𝑛) ≡ 𝛾𝑛, that
satisfies

det
(
𝛾𝑛+1 − 𝛾𝑛, 𝛾𝑛 − 𝛾𝑛−1

)
≠ 0, 𝑛 = 1, . . . , 𝑁 − 2, (2.24)

which means that there are no three consecutive points in the plane that are
collinear. Moreover, if

‖𝛾𝑛+1 − 𝛾𝑛‖ = ‖𝛾𝑛 − 𝛾𝑛−1‖, 𝑛 = 1, . . . , 𝑁 − 2, (2.25)
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the discrete planar curve is referred to as parameterized by arc length, with step
size ℎ, defined by

ℎ := ‖𝛾1 − 𝛾0‖ ∈ R − {0}. (2.26)

Remark 2.9 — In what follows, and for the remaining of this thesis, unless explicitly
mentioned, let us assume that all the discrete planar curves are parameterized by
arc length. Furthermore, when it is understood from the context, we omit the
expression discrete before the name of each discrete object.

Let 𝛾𝑛, 𝑛 = 0, . . . , 𝑁 − 1, be a discrete planar curve with step size ℎ. The
(discrete) total length is defined as

𝐿 :=
𝑁−2∑︁
𝑛=0

‖𝛾𝑛+1 − 𝛾𝑛‖ = (𝑁 − 1)ℎ. (2.27)

The (discrete) tangent and (discrete) normal vectors are defined as

𝑇𝑛 :=
𝛾𝑛+1 − 𝛾𝑛
‖𝛾𝑛+1 − 𝛾𝑛‖ , 𝑛 = 0, . . . , 𝑁 − 2, (2.28)

and
𝑁𝑛 := R𝜋/2 𝑇𝑛, 𝑛 = 0, . . . , 𝑁 − 2, (2.29)

respectively, where R𝜋/2 is the 𝜋/2 counterclockwise rotation matrix. Likewise
the smooth case, we parameterize the tangent and normal vectors by the (discrete)
turning angle 𝜓𝑛, such that

𝑇𝑛 =

(
cos𝜓𝑛
sin𝜓𝑛

)
, 𝑁𝑛 =

(− sin𝜓𝑛
cos𝜓𝑛

)
, 𝑛 = 0, . . . , 𝑁 − 2. (2.30)

Furthermore, we define the deflection angle by

𝐾𝑛 := 𝜓𝑛 − 𝜓𝑛−1 ∈ (−𝜋, 𝜋), 𝑛 = 1, . . . , 𝑁 − 2. (2.31)

Analogously to (2.9) in the smooth case, the (discrete) radius of curvature is
defined as the radius of the circle osculating at the middle points of two consecutive
segments of the discrete curve, i.e.,

𝜌𝑛 :=
ℎ

2 tan
(
𝐾𝑛

2

) . (2.32)

Moreover, along the same lines as the smooth case, the (discrete) curvature is
defined as the inverse of the radius of curvature,

^𝑛 :=
2
ℎ

tan
(
𝐾𝑛
2

)
. (2.33)
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The (discrete) Frenet frame is defined by

Φ𝑛 = [𝑇𝑛, 𝑁𝑛] ∈ SO(2). (2.34)

Note that the Frenet frame can be described as Φ𝑛 = R𝜓𝑛 . Then, by definition of
𝐾𝑛, we have the identity R𝜓𝑛 = R𝜓𝑛−1 R𝐾𝑛 , which is written as

Φ𝑛 = Φ𝑛−1

(
cos𝐾𝑛 − sin𝐾𝑛
sin𝐾𝑛 cos𝐾𝑛

)
, 𝑛 = 1, . . . , 𝑁 − 1. (2.35)

In the literature, (2.35) is usually presented as the definition of the discrete Frenet
formula. However, in this thesis, we use an equivalent equation that is closely
related to its continuous analogue. From (2.33) and (2.35), it can be seen that the
Frenet frame satisfies that

Φ𝑛 −Φ𝑛−1
ℎ

=
Φ𝑛 +Φ𝑛−1

2

(
0 ^𝑛
^𝑛 0

)
, 𝑛 = 1, . . . , 𝑁 − 2. (2.36)

which we defined as the (discrete) Frenet formula, by analogy with (2.11) in the
smooth case.
Remark 2.10 — Let us see that (2.32) and (2.33) are well-defined. By definition
of discrete regular curve, (2.24) in terms of the turning angle is written as

det
((

cos𝜓𝑛+1
sin𝜓𝑛+1

)
,

(
cos𝜓𝑛
sin𝜓𝑛

))
≠ 0, (2.37)

which is equivalent to sin𝐾𝑛 ≠ 0. Hence, 𝐾𝑛 ≠ 0,±𝜋, . . . , and so on, implying
that tan

(
𝐾𝑛

2

)
is well-defined and non-zero.

Theorem 2.11 — Given a map ^𝑛 ∈ R, 𝑛 = 1, . . . , 𝑁 − 2, for every ℎ > 0, there
exists a discrete planar curve 𝛾𝑛 ∈ R2, 𝑛 = 0, . . . , 𝑁 − 1, with step size ℎ, such
that ^𝑛 is its discrete curvature. Furthermore, for each ℎ, the curve is uniquely
determined up to rigid transformations of the plane.

Proof. We proceed by explicitly constructing the curve. Firstly, for each ℎ > 0, we
compute 𝐾𝑛 = 2 arctan(ℎ^𝑛/2), 𝑛 = 1, . . . , 𝑁 − 2. Then, from (2.31), the turning
angle is obtained recursively,{

𝜓𝑛 = 𝜓𝑛−1 + 𝐾𝑛, 𝑛 = 1, . . . , 𝑁 − 2,
𝜓0 = 𝜓init,

(2.38)
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<latexit sha1_base64="XXWhJG7TVdDkl+1+WW/PivIX5zI=">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</latexit>

W=

<latexit sha1_base64="7+bx6cpnnjrR8/UgN5c8Th/bX3k=">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</latexit>

W=+1

<latexit sha1_base64="GhBK3/XHA+sfifAcwSn3zuNplJk=">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</latexit>

W=�1

<latexit sha1_base64="8e5J4g0hJ1TRcPAbN8S1aNbT6bU=">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</latexit>

⌘
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k=

Figure 2.2: Representation of a
discrete planar curve with step
size ℎ and its relation to the
Frenet frame and the turning an-
gle.
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d=

<latexit sha1_base64="oDxesJ43b5ER7zBEuAScTyVukCw=">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</latexit>

⌘/2

<latexit sha1_base64="MEF4AkU5zzGz6JAbAwg7FOrZ+/s=">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</latexit>

 
=/2

<latexit sha1_base64="XXWhJG7TVdDkl+1+WW/PivIX5zI=">AAAQzHicrVfNcts2EFb6m6o/cdpjL2hld5yMnFh2pu2h7SS1k0lmEse14ySNoHhAEqRQkQAHAGW5DHLsA/TaPkPfp2/TBSHKIiRleghHQxHYbxeLxf4hyFOm9Pb2v5feefe99z/48PJH7Y8/+fSzK2tXP3+qRCFDehKKVMjnAVE0ZZyeaKZT+jyXlGRBSp8Foz1LfzamUjHBn+jznA4yknAWs5BomHqOE5Jl5JSfrnW2b2xXD1r86E0/Oq3pc3h69co/OBJhkVGuw5Qo1e9t53pQEqlZmFLT3kCPfkWHR3fvPPr54d0uenL/7vGD4/ZGGxeK5iQckYSWKctVkZnGXB7F6pyHxoNmRA+1EKnqkkyp8yyw/3roMXN6pieaTnS3+rJMTUCQdXMWC65NuzEfgglVE1rZ1qqxgbamD7onJIpZUkiqGthEknzIwklDQl+zZAgmUUXgeJYI0wQOqikrEGIE0542WZFqJsWZN0tGNKRpukSypDGVlIdN6X0rPSNypH7UsqDd2ZAXWQD4yE1XeweXmsIG5RBcR4JIb6ETHlGLo110RsbnqLgY2zdSwB2OuojqsKEFFzIjKc0GZQFvT+hhSkJa8Sukh1IUyRDZk1QoBrYiJdQ7Otiks8BbfkCpfRozzmyoKER4BHqEUqi3vhJq430KYSTpI9joY7A10UJeLzGRSca4gbBKcNd+vQlIJjWQTFYCI8gppqzeSyElVrCeWrFSiUOghiupEVCjlVSSgYLZynVBr1criYnVKrGiIbRDAVmLR7Cd48emxNY7ZFbC9wL5ZI58skA+ODD93qA/QA4UBOWBeVl2egvAFy984IvlwKMjH3i0HLi35wP3aqCHpAXsgXIFGcQiZ/uhxhi0gTjRhSQpSkWCbCVo41yKMYvohQQGSd+UzCD/2UCWxDiRNnaZ9pe2cWrVLHFKY43Tp1TqTg9Lm9iwtCN/WzZxXTCM5/HjCt7GNmkRKFRaU4ma3BGLY9jsbRZzSOLhkMiXJd5/EN8z7u9laawhIxq7YafnrCHymVWqf5t3NIqMgR2kLGNaVabFiQhsvoXUQadi5mZKHBdgSgqaVYrYUBL5PHg6spvTeB8gx3aIv8IsntQsmx4R5JHJRhshTFNF55H9/43E/ooVFMds+psR/NOAbMzGpr8Lfga7kyR0Jq6M0dkxboQ6u87xfO58CXtuCzxJLyRMJ+aEeFKEjJxH2IMJSVo+Npud3jV/MYBR6UKiGpTD5UrBcQ5NOUTOqYiEmoi2fVBFc0g8uQD2K+5BuSgUnLWG228fPV+enkjCVS5soDVkaNB+Z9Df2s2KgRevasTyXlZAYFIVSpZryGcZUbNQbtfxqHE2opLbfZdmzpXB0ouGDSQEkraLug38YO3VLQHr9v/TAsfk3KEDCjFf5iBesolBEKEYdXbA73g0m7WpZXPSPb+2Bc1AkXE0piFk4gWJdtu7s21r2e/U0b/Z2emCWzhlrq0SiPTMnvNWPtY0R64pYTyZrlpwSBmlAhKv2kaYpHwMbRG3bWhFqD0IehU79Hmsu+KMRvZEqlDjgkHPwjWk4SCuVn2N9ZDW+NdWl04PvC2LScbSc+fxtQiviwwy37GCImXauf8c2+LCEIg8KXu97w06JJJkFJR+vY6DzJ7peqXGYl04Y01tZjIrkf1nDwbmta8Q5W9mOnBMPhd0+Lo27e9Uk6UlLVQ5yHY3ilk+DtWSGCZhLWzClooKLKR0ZEzSfEgWpUgCq8mhMHPlTJKIFQqJGIWFHNvK6IdpaKvpiOQ5MTMuxRJOo5Us2rLkil0wAIjDgUFLmKQU3bwJfTxP7GFWEx57VdIOh2xez3vQmlONYnvUftYV0AdZH9S1hhsI5kC6TbNuAd8SQtd1ulvb/cicViWvu2A2kDXJHRo+XKhWLUKFn0YrxOLyRmxureZKS9apYNbZGwnnuunLQZXycCiUZUXfoC2sAGEVwI40HQKpRlWV8SJDXTftxZT48M6eKaELYiGCTwQ5p4T/9Venzolwd72ZzLVAJPqtUBpuGnBdsTUUBRTuGRQVyp5wZZ5psUFnTLurCBJTe8DlylZmAXToolLXJcGrOT3tl+y7je3J1yq7RGnqJoby0rgymUI+xEECl5+8Idz4/JVQEEBiyBgOT5tsDtGGG37Pv88vfjzdudH79satX251bm9O7/qXW1+2vm5ttnqt71q3W/dbh62TVthKW3+2/mr9vXawptfKNeOg71ya8nzRajxrf/wHJ0HpVg==</latexit>

W=

<latexit sha1_base64="7+bx6cpnnjrR8/UgN5c8Th/bX3k=">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</latexit>

W=+1

<latexit sha1_base64="GhBK3/XHA+sfifAcwSn3zuNplJk=">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</latexit>

W=�1

Figure 2.3: Representation of a
discrete planar curve with step
size ℎ and its relation to the de-
flection angle and the radius of
curvature.

for some 𝜓init ∈ R. Finally, from (2.28) and (2.30), we obtain the discrete curve,{
𝛾𝑛 = 𝛾𝑛−1 + ℎ t(cos𝜓𝑛−1, sin𝜓𝑛−1), 𝑛 = 1, . . . , 𝑁 − 1,
𝛾0 =

t(
𝑥init, 𝑦init

)
,

(2.39)

for some constants 𝑥init, 𝑦init ∈ R. For the second part, by the previous con-
struction, it is clear that two given discrete curve, with step size ℎ, must have
the same deflection angle. Hence, they differ only in the choice of the constants
{𝑥init, 𝑦init, 𝜓init}, which are associated to rigid transformations of the plane. �

Corollary 2.12 — Consider a map 𝜓𝑛 ∈ R, 𝑛 = 0, . . . , 𝑁 − 2, satisfying that

𝜓𝑛 ≠ 𝜓𝑛−1, 𝑛 = 1, . . . , 𝑁 − 2. (2.40)

Then, for every ℎ > 0 there exists a discrete planar curve 𝛾𝑛 ∈ R2, 𝑛 = 0, . . . , 𝑁−1,
with step size ℎ, such that 𝜓𝑛 is its turning angle. Furthermore, for each ℎ, the
curve is uniquely determined up to translations of the plane.

Corollary 2.13 — Given a map 𝐾𝑛 ∈ R, 𝑛 = 1, . . . , 𝑁 − 2, there exists a discrete
planar curve 𝛾𝑛 ∈ R2, 𝑛 = 0, . . . , 𝑁−1 such that 𝐾𝑛 is its deflection. Furthermore,
the curve is uniquely determined up to rigid transformations of the plane and scale
transformations.

2.2.1 Continuum limit of discrete objects
The discrete objects defined in this thesis depend on the step size ℎ, which is used
to recover their respective continuous counterpart when the limit of ℎ going to
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zero is taken, denoted as ℎ → 0. In a general setting, we proceed as follows: For a
given discrete object 𝑓𝑛, which depends on ℎ, we assume that there exists a smooth
function 𝑓 that extends 𝑓𝑛, for every ℎ > 0, such that

𝑓 (𝑛ℎ) = 𝑓𝑛. (2.41)

Then, we investigate different properties of 𝑓𝑛 from 𝑓 and its Taylor expansions at
ℎ = 0. We will frequently use the following expressions:

𝑓𝑛 = 𝑓 (𝑠), (2.42)

𝑓𝑛−1 = 𝑓 (𝑠 − ℎ) = 𝑓 (𝑠) − ℎ 𝑓 ′(𝑠) + 1
2
ℎ2 𝑓 ′′(𝑠) + O(ℎ3), (2.43)

𝑓𝑛+1 = 𝑓 (𝑠 + ℎ) = 𝑓 (𝑠) + ℎ 𝑓 ′(𝑠) + 1
2
ℎ2 𝑓 ′′(𝑠) + O(ℎ3), (2.44)

and so on, where 𝑠 := 𝑛ℎ. When it is clear by the context, we denote the smooth
function simply as 𝑓 , instead of 𝑓 . In some circumstances, special attention
should be paid and we possibly need to scale appropriately the discrete object or
its parameters in order to obtain a well-defined limit. For example, as ℎ → 0 we
have that

𝛾𝑛+1 − 𝛾𝑛 = ℎ𝛾′(𝑠) + O(ℎ2) −−−→
ℎ→0

0, (2.45)

however
1
ℎ
(𝛾𝑛+1 − 𝛾𝑛) −−−→

ℎ→0
𝛾′(𝑠). (2.46)

As the last part of this chapter, let us see some relations between the smooth and
discrete objects defined in Section 2.1 and Section 2.2, respectively. We defined
a discrete curve to satisfy that ‖𝛾𝑛+1 − 𝛾𝑛‖ = ℎ, then its continuum limit gives an
arc length parameterized curve,

‖𝛾𝑛+1 − 𝛾𝑛‖ = ℎ −−−→
ℎ→0

‖𝛾′(𝑠)‖ = 1. (2.47)

Furthermore, for the tangent vector we have that

𝑇𝑛 =
𝛾𝑛+1 − 𝛾𝑛
‖𝛾𝑛+1 − 𝛾𝑛‖ −−−→

ℎ→0

𝛾′(𝑠)
‖𝛾′(𝑠)‖ = 𝛾′(𝑠) = 𝑇 (𝑠). (2.48)

Finally, for the discrete curvature we can see that

^𝑛 =
2
ℎ

tan
(
𝜓𝑛 − 𝜓𝑛−1

2

)
−−−→
ℎ→0

𝜓′(𝑠) = ^(𝑠), (2.49)

where we have used that the underlying smooth curve is parameterized by arc
length. In conclusion, we note that Definition 2.8 provides a discrete curve that
is in correspondence to an arc length parameterized curve in the limit ℎ → 0,
and the quantities defined in the discrete framework correspond to the equivalent
quantities in the continuous framework, for arc length parameterized curves.
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Chapter 3

Fairing to Euler’s elasticae

This chapter addresses solely the Euler’s elastica. In Section 3.1 and Section 3.2
we review and present definitions of the smooth and discrete case, collecting the
information on variational formulations, exact solutions, and continuum limits. In
Section 3.3, we present a detailed account of the fairing method from a general
discrete planar curve to the discrete Euler’s elastica. Explicit expressions are given
in terms of the Jacobi elliptic functions, and for various formulas the readers may
refer to [27, 38], for example. Part of the content of this chapter is included in
[13].

3.1 Euler’s elastica
Historically, the term elastica comes from the shape that thin rods of a flexible
material acquire when they are bent [28]. From a mathematical point of view, the
Euler’s elastica (or simply referred to as the elastica) is defined as a critical point
of the elastic energy [26]

𝐸 [𝛾] =
∫ 𝐿

0
(^(𝑠))2 d𝑠, (3.1)

with respect to variations with fixed endpoints and fixed tangent vectors at the
endpoints, under the condition of preserving the total length. The Euler-Lagrange
equation yields the following differential equations for the curvature and the turning
angle:

Proposition 3.1 — The curvature ^ of an Euler’s elastica satisfies

^′′ + 1
2
^3 − _^ = 0, (3.2)
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for some constant _ ∈ R. Moreover, up to a rigid rotation of the plane, the turning
angle 𝜓 satisfies

𝜓′′ + ` sin𝜓 = 0, (3.3)

for some constant ` > 0.

Proof. Derivation of (3.2) is given in various literature, such as [3, 5, 43]. We
show a concise derivation using the variation of the tangent vector. Consider the
functional

𝑆[𝑇] =
∫ 𝐿

0
(〈𝑇 ′, 𝑇 ′〉 + 𝑐〈𝑇,𝑇〉 + 〈𝑎, 𝑇〉) d𝑠, (3.4)

which is obtained from (3.1) after incorporating the constraints{
‖𝑇 ′‖ = const.,
𝛾(𝐿) − 𝛾(0) = const.,

(3.5)

with 𝑐 = 𝑐(𝑠) ∈ R and 𝑎 ∈ R2 being the corresponding Lagrange multipliers. The
variation of 𝑆 is calculated by using the Frenet formula (2.11) as

𝛿𝑆 =

∫ 𝐿

0
(2〈𝑇 ′, 𝛿𝑇 ′〉 + 2𝑐(𝑠)〈𝑇, 𝛿𝑇〉 + 〈𝑎, 𝛿𝑇〉) d𝑠

= 2〈𝑇 ′, 𝛿𝑇〉
���𝐿
0
+ 2

∫ 𝐿

0

〈
(^2 + 𝑐(𝑠))𝑇 − ^′𝑁 + 𝑎

2
, 𝛿𝑇

〉
d𝑠. (3.6)

The first term is the boundary term, which vanishes due to the boundary condition,
and the second term gives the Euler-Lagrange equation

(^2 + 𝑐) 𝑇 − ^′𝑁 + 𝑎
2
= 0. (3.7)

Then, the scalar product of (3.7) with 𝑁 gives

− ^′ + 1
2
〈𝑎, 𝑁〉 = 0. (3.8)

On the one hand, the result of multiplying (3.8) by ^′ is integrated to obtain

^2

2
− _ =

1
2
〈𝑎, 𝑇〉, (3.9)

where _ ∈ R is a constant of integration. On the other hand, differentiating (3.8)
and using that 𝑁′ = −^𝑇 gives

^′′ = −^
2
〈𝑎, 𝑇〉. (3.10)
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Hence, eliminating 〈𝑎, 𝑇〉 from equations (3.9) and (3.10) yields

^′′ + ^
( ^2

2
− _

)
= 0, (3.11)

which is nothing but (3.2). For the second part, we consider the functional

𝑆[𝜓] =
∫ 𝐿

0

(
(𝜓′)2 +

〈
𝑎,

(
cos𝜓
sin𝜓

)〉)
d𝑠, (3.12)

which is obtained from (3.1) after incorporating the constraint 𝛾(𝐿)−𝛾(0) = const.,
written in terms of the turning angle, with 𝑎 ∈ R2 being the corresponding
Lagrange multiplier. Note that〈

𝑎,

(
cos𝜓
sin𝜓

)〉
= 2` cos(𝜓 − 𝜙), (3.13)

for some constants ` > 0 and 𝜙 ∈ R, thus

𝑆[𝜓] =
∫ 𝐿

0

(
(𝜓′)2 + 2` cos(𝜓 − 𝜙)

)
d𝑠. (3.14)

The Euler-Lagrange equation is readily obtained as

𝜓′′ + ` sin(𝜓 − 𝜙) = 0, (3.15)

which is nothing but (3.3) after applying a rigid rotation of the plane that shifts 𝜓
to 𝜓 + 𝜙. �

Remark 3.2 — Both defining equations for the Euler’s elastica are equivalent, in
the sense that (3.2) is derived from (3.3) as follows: The result of multiplying (3.3)
by 𝜓′ is integrated to obtain

1
2
(𝜓′)2 = ` cos𝜓 + _, (3.16)

where _ ∈ R is a constant of integration. Then, differentiating (3.3) and using
(3.16), to eliminate the term with cos𝜓, yields

𝜓′′′ =
(
−1

2
(𝜓′)2 + _

)
𝜓′, (3.17)

which is (3.2) written in terms of 𝜓′ = ^.
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Remark 3.3 — Equations (3.2) and (3.3) can be seen as travelling-wave reductions
of the (focusing) modified KdV equation,

𝜕^

𝜕𝑡
+ 3

2
^2 𝜕^

𝜕𝑠
+ 𝜕

3^

𝜕𝑠3
= 0, (3.18)

and the sine-Gordon equation,

𝜕2𝜓

𝜕𝑠𝜕𝑦
= sin𝜓, (3.19)

respectively, where the former describes the integrable deformation of planar
curves [12, 21].

It is known that the differential equations (3.2) and (3.3) can be solved in terms
of the Jacobi elliptic functions. In the literature, the solutions are often constructed
from their first integral,

(^′)2 + ^
4

2
− _^2 = 𝑐, (3.20)

1
2
(𝜓′)2 − ` cos𝜓 = _, (3.21)

respectively, where 𝑐 ∈ R is a constant. We present the solutions and verify them
by using formulas for the differential equations of the Jacobi elliptic functions.
We note that, depending on the boundary or initial conditions, there are two
families of solutions: Euler’s elasticae with inflection points and Euler’s elasticae
without inflection points. When consider necessary, we refer to them as WI (with
inflection) and NI (no inflection), respectively. Some examples of different Euler’s
elasticae are shown in Figure 3.1.

Proposition 3.4 — The curvature and the turning angle of an Euler’s elastica can
be expressed in terms of the Jacobi elliptic functions as follows:
[WI]

^(𝑠) = 2𝑘√` cn
(√
`(𝑠 + 𝑠0); 𝑘

)
, (3.22)

sin
𝜓(𝑠)

2
= 𝑘 sn

(√
`(𝑠 + 𝑠0); 𝑘

)
, ` =

_

2𝑘2 − 1
, (3.23)

[NI]

^(𝑠) = 2𝑘−1√` dn
(
𝑘−1√`(𝑠 + 𝑠0); 𝑘

)
, (3.24)

sin
𝜓(𝑠)

2
= sn

(
𝑘−1√`(𝑠 + 𝑠0); 𝑘

)
, ` =

_

2𝑘−2 − 1
, (3.25)

for the elastica with or without inflection points, respectively, where ` > 0, 𝑠0 ∈ R,
and 𝑘 ∈ (0, 1) are constants.
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Remark 3.5 — The Jacobi elliptic functions admit an analytic continuation to
modules 𝑘 ≥ 1, see, for example, [27, 38]. In particular, the following formulas
hold:

sn(𝑢; 𝑘) = 𝑘−1 sn(𝑘𝑢; 𝑘−1), (3.26)
cn(𝑢; 𝑘) = dn(𝑘𝑢; 𝑘−1), (3.27)
dn(𝑢; 𝑘) = cn(𝑘𝑢; 𝑘−1). (3.28)

Taking this into account, the cases [WI] and [NI] are regarded as one, and the
range of 𝑘 is extended to [0,∞].
proof of Proposition 3.4. To verify that (3.22) and (3.24) are solutions of (3.2),
for [WI] and [NI], we simply use the formula for the second derivative of the cn
and dn functions [38],

d2

d𝑢2 cn(𝑢; 𝑘) = (2𝑘2 − 1) cn(𝑢; 𝑘) − 2𝑘2(cn(𝑢; 𝑘)3, (3.29)

d2

d𝑢2 dn(𝑢; 𝑘) = (2 − 𝑘2) dn(𝑢; 𝑘) − 2(dn(𝑢; 𝑘))3, (3.30)

respectively. To verify that (3.23) and (3.23) are solutions of (3.3), we proceed as
shown in Example 2.7, where case [NI] was depicted. Case [WI] is verified in a
similar manner, using the identities

(dn(𝑢; 𝑘))2 + 𝑘2(sn(𝑢; 𝑘))2 = 1, (3.31)
d

d𝑢
sn(𝑢; 𝑘) = cn(𝑢; 𝑘) dn(𝑢; 𝑘), (3.32)

d
d𝑢

cn(𝑢; 𝑘) = − sn(𝑢; 𝑘) dn(𝑢; 𝑘). (3.33)

�

3.2 Integrable discrete Euler’s elastica
The discrete Euler’s elastica [3, 5, 19, 44] is defined as a discrete planar curve
with step size ℎ that is a critical point of the functional

𝐸𝑑 =
𝑁−2∑︁
𝑛=1

2
ℎ

log
(
1 + ℎ

2

4
^2
𝑛

)
= −

𝑁−2∑︁
𝑛=1

2
ℎ

log
(
1 + 〈𝑇𝑛−1, 𝑇𝑛〉) + const., (3.34)
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(𝑘 = 0.01) (𝑘 = 0.99)

(𝑘 = 0.3) (𝑘 = 1)

(𝑘 = 0.7) (𝑘 = 1.01)

(𝑘 = 0.85) (𝑘 = 1.25)

(𝑘 = 0.9089...) (𝑘 = 3)

Figure 3.1: Typical examples of Euler’s elasticae. The case 𝑘 = 0.9089... is
the solution of 2𝐸 (𝑘) = 𝐾 (𝑘), where 𝐾 (𝑘) and 𝐸 (𝑘) are the complete elliptical
integrals of first and second kind, respectively. The equation 2𝐸 (𝑘) = 𝐾 (𝑘) is
related with the periodicity of the Euler’s elastica curve.

with respect to variations with fixed endpoints and end edges. The equivalence
between both expressions come from the relation

1 + ℎ
2

4
^2
𝑛 =

2
1 + 〈𝑇𝑛, 𝑇𝑛−1〉 , (3.35)

which can be seen as a trigonometric identity after replacing all the quantities in
terms of the turning angle 𝜓𝑛. As mentioned in [3], the functional 𝐸𝑑 can be
regarded as a discrete analogue of the elastic energy (3.1). This can be seen as
follows: On the one hand, it is known that the bending moment 𝑀 of a thin rod
is proportional to the curvature [26], 𝑀 ∝ ^. On the other hand, assume that the
curvature of two consecutive segments of length ℎ is given by ^(Y) = 2 tan(Y/2)/ℎ,
where Y is the deflection between both segments. Then, we find that the total work
exerted at each inner vertex is∫ 𝐾𝑛

0
𝑀 (Y) dY ∝ 2

ℎ
log

(
1 + ℎ

2

4
(^(𝐾𝑛))2

)
. (3.36)

Proposition 3.6 — The curvature of a discrete Euler’s elastica satisfies

^𝑛+1 + ^𝑛−1 =
𝛼^𝑛

1 + ℎ2

4 ^
2
𝑛

, (3.37)
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for some constant 𝛼 ∈ R.

Proof. Following [3, 5], consider the functional

𝑆𝑑 =
𝑁−2∑︁
𝑛=1

(
2
ℎ

log(1 + 〈𝑇𝑛−1, 𝑇𝑛〉) + 𝑐𝑛−1〈𝑇𝑛−1, 𝑇𝑛−1〉 + ℎ〈𝑎, 𝑇𝑛−1〉
)

(3.38)

which is obtained from (3.34) after incorporating the constraints{
‖𝛾𝑛 − 𝛾𝑛−1‖ = const.,
𝛾𝑁 − 𝛾0 = const.,

(3.39)

with 𝑐𝑛 ∈ R and 𝑎 ∈ R2 being the corresponding Lagrange multipliers. Define
𝐿 (𝑇𝑛−1, 𝑇𝑛) such that 𝑆𝑑 =

∑𝑁−2
𝑛=1 𝐿 (𝑇𝑛−1, 𝑇𝑛). Then, it is easy to see that the

discrete Euler-Lagrange equation,

𝜕

𝜕𝑇𝑛
𝐿 (𝑇𝑛−1, 𝑇𝑛) + 𝜕

𝜕𝑇𝑛
𝐿 (𝑇𝑛, 𝑇𝑛+1) = 0, (3.40)

obtained from variations with fixed endpoints (𝛿𝑇0 = 0 and 𝛿𝑇𝑁−2 = 0), gives

2
ℎ

𝑇𝑛−1
1 + 〈𝑇𝑛−1, 𝑇𝑛〉 +

2
ℎ

𝑇𝑛+1
1 + 〈𝑇𝑛, 𝑇𝑛+1〉 + 2𝑐𝑛𝑇𝑛 + ℎ𝑎 = 0. (3.41)

From the discrete Frenet formula (2.36) written in terms of 𝑇𝑛 and 𝑁𝑛,

𝑇𝑛 − 𝑇𝑛−1
ℎ

= ^𝑛
𝑁𝑛 + 𝑁𝑛−1

2
, (3.42)

𝑁𝑛 − 𝑁𝑛−1
ℎ

= −^𝑛𝑇𝑛 + 𝑇𝑛−1
2

, (3.43)

we obtain

2
ℎ

〈𝑇𝑛, 𝑁𝑛〉
1 + 〈𝑇𝑛, 𝑇𝑛+1〉 = ^𝑛+1, (3.44)

2
ℎ

〈𝑇𝑛−1, 𝑁𝑛〉
1 + 〈𝑇𝑛−1, 𝑇𝑛〉 = −^𝑛. (3.45)

Then, using (3.44) and (3.45) in (3.41) gives

^𝑛 − ^𝑛+1 = ℎ〈𝑎, 𝑁𝑛〉. (3.46)

On the other hand, from (3.42) and (3.46) we have

〈𝑎, 𝑇𝑛〉 − 〈𝑎, 𝑇𝑛−1〉 = −1
2
^𝑛^𝑛+1 + 1

2
^𝑛−1^𝑛, (3.47)
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which implies that there exists a constant _ ∈ R such that

〈𝑎, 𝑇𝑛〉 = −1
2
^𝑛^𝑛+1 + _. (3.48)

Finally, from (3.42), (3.46) and (3.48), we obtain

(^𝑛+1 + ^𝑛−1)
(
1 + ℎ

2

4
^2
𝑛

)
= (2 + ℎ2_)^𝑛, (3.49)

that is exactly (3.37) with 𝛼 = 2 + ℎ2_. �

By using techniques similar to the ones shown in [45], we obtained explicit
solutions to (3.37) from its discrete first integral,

^2
𝑛+1 + ^2

𝑛 − 𝛼^𝑛+1^𝑛 + ℎ
2

4
^2
𝑛+1^

2
𝑛 = 𝐶, (3.50)

where 𝐶 ∈ R is a constant. Here, we avoid the very long computation required
to obtain the explicit solutions. We simply present and verify them by using
the addition formulas for the Jacobi elliptic functions. Note that the following
solutions are in correspondence to (3.22) and (3.24) in the continuum limit. Figure
3.2 illustrates some typical examples of both smooth and discrete elasticae.

Proposition 3.7 — The curvature of a discrete Euler’s elastica can be expressed
in terms of the Jacobi elliptic functions as follows:

[WI]

^𝑛 =
2𝑘 sn(𝑧; 𝑘)
ℎ dn(𝑧; 𝑘) cn(𝑧𝑛 + 𝑞; 𝑘), 𝛼 =

2 cn(𝑧; 𝑘)
(dn(𝑧; 𝑘))2 , (3.51)

[NI]

^𝑛 =
2 sn(𝑘−1𝑧; 𝑘)
ℎ cn(𝑘−1𝑧; 𝑘) dn(𝑘−1(𝑧𝑛 + 𝑞); 𝑘), 𝛼 =

2 dn(𝑘−1𝑧; 𝑘)
(cn(𝑘−1𝑧; 𝑘))2 . (3.52)

where 𝑧, 𝑞 ∈ R and 𝑘 > 0 are constants.

Proof. By direct computation, using the addition formulas for the dn and cn
functions [38], we verify that (3.51) and (3.52) are solutions of (3.37). For [WI],
we use the formula

cn(𝑢 + 𝑣) + cn(𝑢 − 𝑣) =
2 cn 𝑣
dn2 𝑣

cn 𝑢

1 + 𝑘2 sn2 𝑣
dn2 𝑣

cn2 𝑢
, (3.53)
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where for simplicity in the notation we omitted the module 𝑘 , as in cn 𝑢 ≡ cn(𝑢; 𝑘)
and similarly for the other quantities. Then, by choosing{

𝑢 = 𝑧𝑛 + 𝑞,
𝑣 = 𝑧,

(3.54)

we satisfy (3.37), with

^𝑛 = 𝐴 cn(𝑢; 𝑘), 𝐴 =
2𝑘 sn 𝑣
ℎ dn 𝑣

, 𝛼 =
2 cn 𝑣
dn2 𝑣

, (3.55)

which proves (3.51). For [NI] we proceed analogously, from the formula

dn(𝑢 + 𝑣) + dn(𝑢 − 𝑣) =
2 dn 𝑣
cn2 𝑣

dn 𝑢

1 + sn2 𝑣
cn2 𝑣

dn2 𝑢
, (3.56)

and by choosing {
𝑢 = 𝑘−1(𝑧𝑛 + 𝑞),
𝑣 = 𝑘−1𝑧.

(3.57)

This yields (3.37), with

^𝑛 = 𝐴 dn(𝑢; 𝑘), 𝐴 =
2 sn 𝑣
ℎ cn 𝑣

, 𝛼 =
2 dn 𝑣
cn2 𝑣

, (3.58)

which proves (3.52). �

Remark 3.8 — By comparing (3.22) and (3.51), we can fix the values of 𝑧 and
𝑞 such that there exists a constant Ω satisfying that ^𝑛 = ^(Ω𝑛). Indeed, the
following constraints must be satisfied:

𝑧 = sn−1©«
√︄

`ℎ2

`ℎ2𝑘2 + 1
; 𝑘ª®¬, 𝑞 =

√
`𝑠0, Ω =

𝑧√
`
. (3.59)

There is also a similar relationship between equations (3.24) and (3.52). The
relation ^𝑛 = ^(Ω𝑛) implies that the discrete curvature ^𝑛 is an exact discretization
[30] of the smooth curvature ^(𝑠).
Remark 3.9 (Continuum limit) — By putting 𝛼 = 2+ℎ2_ and 𝑛ℎ = 𝑠, the difference
equation (3.37) yields the differential equation (3.2) in the continuum limit ℎ → 0.
On the level of solutions, (3.51) and (3.52), with the parameterization of 𝑧 and 𝑞
given by {

𝑧 = ℎ
√
`,

𝑞 = 𝑠0
√
`,

(3.60)

are consistent in the continuum limit with (3.22) and (3.24), respectively.
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(𝑘 = 0.7)

(closed curve∗)

(𝑘 = 0.99)

(𝑘 = 1.25)

(𝑘 = 3)

Figure 3.2: Typical examples of smooth and discrete elasticae. The closed curve
case has different values of 𝑘 for each value of 𝑧, reaching 𝑘 = 0.9089... in the
continuum limit.

Remark 3.10 — Equation (3.37) is also known as the McMillan map, which is
a special case of the Quispel-Roberts-Thompson (QRT) map solved by elliptic
functions [40]. It can also be regarded as an autonomous version of a discrete
Painlevé II equation [24, 25, 41]
Remark 3.11 — It is known that position vectors of both smooth and discrete
elasticae admit explicit formulas in terms of the elliptic theta functions [33, 37].
However, those results are not used in this thesis.

3.2.1 Discrete Euler’s elastica in terms of a potential function
In this section, we present a different approach to the discrete Euler’s elastica
[44], and we show that is, indeed, compatible with the previous definition. Firstly,
following [21], we define the potential angle \𝑛 such that

𝜓𝑛 =
\𝑛+1 + \𝑛

2
. (3.61)
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Note that the potential angle has one degree of freedom for a given discrete curve.
In this context, the discrete curvature is written as

^𝑛 =
2
ℎ

tan
(
\𝑛+1 − \𝑛−1

4

)
. (3.62)

Following [44], we present the variational formulation for the discrete Euler’s
elastica, but we use the potential angle instead of the turning angle as it was
originally written. This change makes this theory compatible with the discrete
isoperimetric and equidistant deformation of discrete planar curves, and is crucial
to prove the equivalence with the previous construction.

Proposition 3.12 — Suppose that \𝑛 ∈ R, 𝑛 = 0, . . . , 𝑁 − 1, is a critical point of
the functional

𝑆𝑑 =
𝑁−2∑︁
𝑛=0

cos
(
\𝑛+1 − \𝑛

2

)
− 𝜖 cos

(
\𝑛+1 + \𝑛

2

)
, (3.63)

for some constant 𝜖 > 0, with respect to variations of \𝑛 with fixed endpoints.
Then, the following holds:

(1) The Euler-Lagrange equation is

sin
(
\𝑛+1 − 2\𝑛 + \𝑛−1

4

)
+ 𝜖 sin

(
\𝑛+1 + 2\𝑛 + \𝑛−1

4

)
= 0. (3.64)

(2) There exists a conserved quantity

cos
(
\𝑛+1 − \𝑛

2

)
+ 𝜖 cos

(
\𝑛+1 + \𝑛

2

)
= Λ, (3.65)

where Λ ∈ R is a constant.

(3) For ℎ > 0, the discrete curvature ^𝑛 obtained from (3.62) satisfies (3.37)
with 𝛼 = 2(1 − 𝜖2)/Λ2. Therefore, the discrete curve obtained from this
construction is a discrete Euler’s elastica.

Proof. For (1), let 𝐿 (\𝑛, \𝑛+1) be such that 𝑆𝑑 =
∑𝑁−2
𝑛=1 𝐿 (\𝑛, \𝑛+1). Then, the

Euler-Lagrange equation,

𝜕

𝜕\𝑛
𝐿 (\𝑛−1, \𝑛) + 𝜕

𝜕\𝑛
𝐿 (\𝑛, \𝑛+1) = 0, (3.66)
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is expressed as

0 = cos
(
\𝑛+1 − \𝑛−1

4

) [
sin

(
\𝑛+1 − 2\𝑛 + \𝑛−1

4

)
+ 𝜖 sin

(
\𝑛+1 + 2\𝑛 + \𝑛−1

4

)]
,

(3.67)
which gives (3.64). For (2), we multiply (3.64) by sin( \𝑛+1−\𝑛−1

4 ), use the product-
to-sum formula, and rearrange the terms to obtain

cos
(
\𝑛+1 − \𝑛

2

)
+𝜖 cos

(
\𝑛+1 + \𝑛

2

)
= cos

(
\𝑛 − \𝑛−1

2

)
+𝜖 cos

(
\𝑛 + \𝑛−1

2

)
, (3.68)

which implies (3.65). For (3), we introduce the quantity

𝜑𝑛 =
\𝑛+1 − \𝑛

2
, (3.69)

for simplicity in the notation. In this case, note that 𝐾𝑛 = 𝜓𝑛 − 𝜓𝑛−1 = 𝜑𝑛 + 𝜑𝑛−1,
thus (3.64) and (3.65) are rewritten as

sin
(𝜑𝑛 − 𝜑𝑛−1

2

)
= −𝜖 sin

(
𝜓𝑛 + 𝜓𝑛−1

2

)
, (3.70)

cos 𝜑𝑛 + 𝜖 cos𝜓𝑛 = Λ, (3.71)

respectively. From (3.70) and (3.71), we obtain

tan
𝐾𝑛−1

2
=

sin 𝜑𝑛−1 + 𝜖 sin𝜓𝑛−1
Λ

, (3.72)

tan
𝐾𝑛+1

2
=

sin 𝜑𝑛 − 𝜖 sin𝜓𝑛
Λ

. (3.73)

Then, we combine (3.72) and (3.73), and use the sum-to-product formula to obtain

Λ

(
tan

𝐾𝑛+1
2

+ tan
𝐾𝑛−1

2

)
=

2 sin
𝐾𝑛
2

[
cos

(𝜑𝑛 − 𝜑𝑛−1
2

)
− 𝜖 cos

(
𝜓𝑛 + 𝜓𝑛−1

2

)]
. (3.74)

On a separate note, consider

cos
(𝜑𝑛 − 𝜑𝑛−1

2

)
+ 𝜖 cos

(𝜓𝑛 + 𝜓𝑛−1
2

)
=

cos
𝐾𝑛
2
(cos 𝜑𝑛 + 𝜖 cos𝜓𝑛) + sin

𝐾𝑛
2
(sin 𝜑𝑛 + 𝜖 sin𝜓𝑛), (3.75)
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which is a trigonometric identity, that is expressed as

cos
(𝜑𝑛 − 𝜑𝑛−1

2

)
+ 𝜖 cos

(𝜓𝑛 + 𝜓𝑛−1
2

)
=

Λ

cos 𝐾𝑛

2
, (3.76)

by means of (3.71) and (3.72). From the square of (3.70), we have

cos2
(𝜑𝑛 − 𝜑𝑛−1

2

)
− 𝜖2 cos2

(𝜓𝑛 + 𝜓𝑛−1
2

)
= 1 − 𝜖2, (3.77)

which is rewritten as

cos
(𝜑𝑛 − 𝜑𝑛−1

2

)
− 𝜖 cos

(
𝜓𝑛 + 𝜓𝑛−1

2

)
=

1 − 𝜖2

Λ
cos

𝐾𝑛
2

(3.78)

by means of (3.76). Finally, from (3.74) and (3.78) we obtain

tan
𝐾𝑛+1

2
+ tan

𝐾𝑛−1
2

=
1 − 𝜖2

Λ2

2 tan 𝐾𝑛

2

1 + tan2 𝐾𝑛

2
. (3.79)

Hence, from the definition of discrete curvature, (3.79) is equivalent to equation
(3.37) with 𝛼 = 2(1 − 𝜖2)/Λ2. �

Remark 3.13 (Continuum limit) — Proposition 3.12 provides discrete analogues
for equations (3.3) and (3.16). In fact, by putting

Λ = 1 − ℎ2

4
_, 𝜖 =

ℎ2

4
`, 𝑠 = 𝑛ℎ, (3.80)

equations (3.64) and (3.65) yield equations (3.3) and (3.16) in the continuum limit
ℎ → 0.

In [44], an explicit solution of (3.64) in terms of the Jacobi elliptic functions
is derived by using the Hirota’s bilinear form [16]. We present that solution and a
verification by means of the addition formulas for the Jacobi elliptic functions.

Proposition 3.14 — The following functions satisfy (3.64):

[WI]

sin
\𝑛
2

= 𝑘 sn(𝑧𝑛 + 𝑞; 𝑘), cn(𝑧; 𝑘) = 1 − 𝜖
1 + 𝜖 , (3.81)

[NI]

sin
\𝑛
2

= sn(𝑘−1(𝑧𝑛 + 𝑞); 𝑘), dn(𝑘−1𝑧; 𝑘) = 1 − 𝜖
1 + 𝜖 , (3.82)

where 𝑧, 𝑞 ∈ R, and 𝑘 > 0 are constants.
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Proof. Let us see that these explicit equations satisfy (3.65), which can be expanded
as

(1 + 𝜖) cos
\𝑛+1

2
cos

\𝑛
2

+ (1 − 𝜖) sin
\𝑛+1

2
sin

\𝑛
2

= Λ. (3.83)

For [WI], consider {
𝑢 = 𝑧𝑛 + 𝑞,
𝑣 = 𝑧,

(3.84)

so that (3.83) is rewritten as

(1 + 𝜖) dn(𝑢 + 𝑣; 𝑘) dn(𝑢; 𝑘) + (1 − 𝜖)𝑘2 sn(𝑢 + 𝑣; 𝑘) sn(𝑢; 𝑘) = Λ. (3.85)

Then, by means of the addition formulas for the sn and dn functions, the later
expression becomes an identity if cn(𝑧; 𝑘) = (1− 𝜖)/(1 + 𝜖), and Λ is consistently
reduced to Λ = (1 + 𝜖) dn(𝑧; 𝑘). Analogously, for [NI] we consider{

𝑢 = 𝑘−1(𝑧𝑛 + 𝑞),
𝑣 = 𝑘−1𝑧,

(3.86)

so that (3.83) is rewritten as

(1 + 𝜖) cn(𝑢 + 𝑣; 𝑘) cn(𝑢; 𝑘) + (1 − 𝜖) sn(𝑢 + 𝑣; 𝑘) sn(𝑢; 𝑘) = Λ, (3.87)

which becomes an identity if dn(𝑘−1𝑧; 𝑘) = (1 − 𝜖)/(1 + 𝜖), and Λ is consistently
reduced to Λ = (1 + 𝜖) cn(𝑘−1𝑧; 𝑘). �

Remark 3.15 — Proposition 3.14, for the potential angle, and Proposition 3.7, for
the discrete curvature, are in correspondence one with the other in the following
sense.

[WI] — If the parameter 𝛼 in (3.37) is given by

𝛼 = 2
(1 − 𝜖2)

Λ2 = 2
cn(𝑧; 𝑘)
dn2(𝑧; 𝑘)

, (3.88)

then (3.81) is in correspondence to (3.51).

[NI] — If the parameter 𝛼 in (3.37) is given by

𝛼 = 2
(1 − 𝜖2)

Λ2 = 2
dn(𝑘−1𝑧; 𝑘)
cn2(𝑘−1𝑧; 𝑘) , (3.89)

then (3.82) is in correspondence to (3.52). Furthermore, these relationships are
verified by direct computation of the discrete curvature in terms of the potential
angle, given by (3.62), using the explicit expressions (3.81) and (3.82), respectively.
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Remark 3.16 (Continuum limit) — Continuum limits of equations (3.81) and (3.82)
to equations (3.23) and (3.25), respectively, are obtained by putting 𝜖 =

`
4 ℎ

2 and
taking the limit of ℎ → 0. This is consistent with Remark 3.9.
Remark 3.17 — Equation (3.64) can be seen as a reduction of two well-known
equations:

(1) The discrete sine-Gordon equation [4, 16, 22],

sin

(
\𝑚+1
𝑙+1 − \𝑚+1

𝑙 − \𝑚𝑙+1 + \𝑚𝑙
4

)
=
𝑎

𝑏
sin

(
\𝑚+1
𝑙+1 + \𝑚+1

𝑙 + \𝑚𝑙+1 + \𝑚𝑙
4

)
, (3.90)

where 𝑎, 𝑏 are lattice intervals. In fact, assuming that \ depends only on
𝑛 = 𝑙 + 𝑚, (3.90) is reduced to (3.64) with 𝜖 = − 𝑏

𝑎 .

(2) The discrete potential modified KdV equation [17],

tan
\𝑚+1
𝑙+1 − \𝑚𝑙

4
=
𝑏 + 𝑎
𝑏 − 𝑎 tan

\𝑚+1
𝑙 − \𝑚𝑙+1

4
, (3.91)

or equivalently

sin

(
\𝑚+1
𝑙+1 − \𝑚+1

𝑙 + \𝑚𝑙+1 − \𝑚𝑙
4

)
=
𝑎

𝑏
sin

(
\𝑚+1
𝑙+1 + \𝑚+1

𝑙 − \𝑚𝑙+1 − \𝑚𝑙
4

)
, (3.92)

which describes the isoperimetric and equidistant deformation of discrete
planar curves [21, 32]. Equation (3.92) is transformed into (3.90) by the
substitution \𝑚𝑙 ↦→ (−1)𝑚\𝑚𝑙 . In this sense, (3.64) can also be regarded as a
reduction of the discrete potential modified KdV equation.

3.3 Fairing of discrete planar curves
In this section, we provide an algorithmic way to approximate a given discrete
planar curve to a discrete elastica. Among the many possible discretizations for
the elastica, the advantages of using the one shown in this thesis can be described
as follows: The discrete objects are endowed with the same integrable structure
as in their smooth counterpart, i.e., they possess several conserved quantities, can
be obtained via a variational principle, and their explicit solutions are expressed
in terms of the Jacobi elliptic functions. Moreover, it is known that variational
integrators have controlled error in their solutions [9, 30, 39]. In particular, the
explicit expression for the discrete curvature ^𝑛 is an exact discretization of the
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smooth curvature ^(𝑠) as discussed in Remark 3.9, and the potential function \𝑛
has the same functional shape as the smooth turning angle 𝜓(𝑠). From these
observations, we expect this discretization to have good numerical properties.

Before describing the approximation method, we need the following expres-
sions and results. Firstly, we incorporate the freedom of rotation. We do this by
shifting the turning angle by a constant 𝜙 ∈ R, in all the expressions. In particular,
the difference equation for the potential angle (3.64) goes to

sin
(
\𝑛+1 − 2\𝑛 + \𝑛−1

4

)
+ `ℎ

2

4
sin

(
\𝑛+1 + 2\𝑛 + \𝑛−1

4
− 𝜙

)
= 0, (3.93)

where we put 𝜖 = `ℎ2/4, with ` > 0 a constant. Moreover, from Proposition 3.14,
the explicit solutions of (3.93) become

[WI]

sin
\𝑛 − 𝜙

2
= 𝑘 sn(𝑧𝑛 + 𝑞; 𝑘), cos

\𝑛 − 𝜙
2

= dn(𝑧𝑛 + 𝑞; 𝑘), (3.94)

[NI]

sin
\𝑛 − 𝜙

2
= sn(𝑘−1(𝑧𝑛 + 𝑞); 𝑘), cos

\𝑛 − 𝜙
2

= cn(𝑘−1(𝑧𝑛 + 𝑞); 𝑘), (3.95)

where 𝑘 > 0, 𝑞, 𝑧 ∈ R are constants.

General discrete Euler’s elastica segment
Given a potential function, a discrete Euler’s elastica is computed recursively by

ZΘ𝑛 = ZΘ𝑛−1 + ℎ
©«
cos

(
\𝑛+1−𝜙

2 + \𝑛−𝜙
2 − 𝜙

)
sin

(
\𝑛+1−𝜙

2 + \𝑛−𝜙
2 − 𝜙

) ª®¬, 𝑛 = 1, . . . , 𝑁 − 1,

ZΘ0 =

(
𝑥0
𝑦0

)
,

(3.96)

where we use introduce the notation ZΘ for the Euler’s elastica obtained from the
parameters

Θ := (𝑥0, 𝑦0, ℎ, 𝜙, 𝑧, 𝑞, 𝑘), (3.97)

where 𝑘 determines the shape of the elastica, 𝑞 the initial point, and 𝑧 is related
with the length and point aggregation of the curve segment. We conclude that
a general discrete elastica segment can be characterized by the seven parameters
(3.97).
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Remark 3.18 — Note that if we expand the sine and cosine functions in (3.96) and
make use of (3.94), we obtain a recursive expression of ZΘ𝑛 in terms of the Jacobi
elliptic functions.

For the next section we need two extra results, and for them we introduce
the following quantities: the projection of the curve 𝛾𝑛 onto the line L𝜙 :=
{ t(sin 𝜙,− cos 𝜙)𝑡 | 𝑡 ∈ R},

𝑢𝑛 :=
〈(

sin 𝜙
− cos 𝜙

)
, 𝛾𝑛

〉
, (3.98)

and the turning angle of the curve measured from L𝜙, denoted as Ψ𝑛 := 𝜋
2 +𝜓𝑛−𝜙,

which satisfies that {
cosΨ𝑛 = − sin(𝜓𝑛 − 𝜙),
sinΨ𝑛 = cos(𝜓𝑛 − 𝜙).

(3.99)

Proposition 3.19 — The discrete curvature ^𝑛 is an affine function of the projection
𝑢𝑛, satisfying

^𝑛 =
`

Λ
𝑢𝑛 + 𝐴, (3.100)

where Λ ∈ R satisfies (3.65) and 𝐴 ∈ R is a constant.

Proof. In the context of the proof of Proposition 3.12, after incorporating 𝜙 and
putting 𝜖 = `ℎ2/4, from (3.72) and (3.73) we obtain

^𝑛+1 − ^𝑛
ℎ

= − `
Λ

sin(𝜓𝑛 − 𝜙). (3.101)

Then, noticing that 𝑢𝑛+1 − 𝑢𝑛 = ℎ
〈 t(sin 𝜙,− cos 𝜙), 𝑇𝑛

〉
, we have

𝑢𝑛+1 − 𝑢𝑛
ℎ

= − sin(𝜓𝑛 − 𝜙). (3.102)

Hence, by comparing equations (3.100) and (3.101), we conclude that there exists
a constant 𝐴 ∈ R such that, for all 𝑛,

^𝑛 =
`

Λ
𝑢𝑛 + 𝐴. (3.103)

�

Remark 3.20 — Note that, by putting `1 = ` cos 𝜙 and `2 = ` sin 𝜙, equation
(3.100) can be expressed as

^𝑛 =
1
Λ
(`2𝑥𝑛 − `1𝑦𝑛) + 𝐴, (3.104)

where 𝑥𝑛, 𝑦𝑛 ∈ R are the two components of 𝛾𝑛 = t(𝑥𝑛, 𝑦𝑛).
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Corollary 3.21 — It holds that

sinΨ𝑛 =
`

2Λ
𝑢𝑛+1𝑢𝑛 + 𝐴𝑢𝑛+1 + 𝑢𝑛

2
+ 𝐵, (3.105)

where 𝐵 ∈ R is a constant.

Proof. From the definition of 𝑢𝑛 and Ψ𝑛, (3.98) and (3.99), respectively, we obtain

𝑇𝑛 = R𝜙

(
sinΨ𝑛

−𝑢𝑛+1−𝑢𝑛
ℎ

)
, 𝑁𝑛 = R𝜙

( 𝑢𝑛+1−𝑢𝑛
ℎ

sinΨ𝑛

)
. (3.106)

Then, putting this into the discrete Frenet formula,

𝑇𝑛 − 𝑇𝑛−1
ℎ

= ^𝑛
𝑁𝑛 + 𝑁𝑛−1

2
, (3.107)

gives
sinΨ𝑛 − sinΨ𝑛−1 =

1
2

( `
Λ
𝑢𝑛 + 𝐴

)
(𝑢𝑛+1 − 𝑢𝑛−1), (3.108)

where we used (3.100). After expanding the right-hand side of the previous
expression and then adding ± 𝐴

2 𝑢𝑛, we conclude that there exists a constant 𝐵 ∈ R
such that, for all 𝑛,

sinΨ𝑛 =
`

2Λ
𝑢𝑛+1𝑢𝑛 + 𝐴𝑢𝑛+1 + 𝑢𝑛

2
+ 𝐵. (3.109)

�

3.3.1 Fairing process methodology
Given a general discrete curve segment 𝛾𝑛 ∈ R2 (𝑛 = 0, . . . , 𝑁 − 1), we look for a
discrete elastica ZΘ𝑛 ∈ R2 that is the closest to 𝛾𝑛 in a 𝐿2-distance sense. Namely,
we seek to find Θ∗ such that

Θ∗ = arg min
Θ∈𝑈

{
1
2

𝑁−1∑︁
𝑛=0

ZΘ𝑛 − 𝛾𝑛
2

}
, (3.110)

with the admissible set𝑈 given by

𝑈 =

{
(𝑥0, 𝑦0, ℎ, 𝜙, 𝑧, 𝑞, 𝑘) ∈ R7

���� (𝑥0, 𝑦0) ∈ R2, ℎ > 0, 𝜙 ∈ [0, 2𝜋),
𝑧, 𝑞 ∈ R and 𝑘 > 0

}
. (3.111)

The non-convex optimization problem is solved using the Interior Point Optimizer
(IPOPT) package, which for our purpose can be seen as a gradient descent-like
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method for nonlinear optimizations [47]. For its implementation we need two
objects: the gradient of the objective function,

L(Θ) :=
𝑁−1∑︁
𝑛=0

1
2
ZΘ𝑛 − 𝛾𝑛

2
, (3.112)

and an initial guess to start the optimization. The gradient of the objective function
is computed as follows: From (3.112), we have

𝜕

𝜕Θ𝑖
L(Θ) =

𝑁−1∑︁
𝑛=0

〈
ZΘ𝑛 − 𝛾𝑛, 𝜕

𝜕Θ𝑖
ZΘ𝑛

〉
, Θ𝑖 = 𝑥0, 𝑦0, ℎ, 𝜙, 𝑧, 𝑞, 𝑘, (3.113)

which is computed recursively from (3.96), using that

𝜕

𝜕Θ𝑖
ZΘ𝑛 =

𝜕

𝜕Θ𝑖
ZΘ𝑛−1 +


0, Θ𝑖 = 𝑥0, 𝑦0,

𝑇𝑛, Θ𝑖 = ℎ,

ℎ 𝜕
𝜕Θ𝑖
𝑇𝑛, otherwise,

(3.114)

with

𝜕

𝜕Θ𝑖
ZΘ0 =


t(1, 0), Θ𝑖 = 𝑥0,
t(0, 1), Θ𝑖 = 𝑦0,
t(0, 0), otherwise.

(3.115)

Next, from the properties of the trigonometric functions, we compute the gradient
of the tangent by

𝜕

𝜕Θ𝑖
𝑇𝑛 = 𝑁𝑛 ×

{
1, Θ𝑖 = 𝜙,

F (𝑖)
𝑛 , Θ𝑖 = 𝑧, 𝑞, 𝑘,

(3.116)

with

F (𝑖)
𝑛 =

1

cos
(
\𝑛+1−𝜙

2

) 𝜕

𝜕Θ𝑖
sin

(
\𝑛+1 − 𝜙

2

)
+ 1

cos
(
\𝑛−𝜙

2

) 𝜕

𝜕Θ𝑖
sin

(
\𝑛 − 𝜙

2

)
, (3.117)

or equivalently,

F (𝑖)
𝑛 = − 1

sin
(
\𝑛+1−𝜙

2

) 𝜕

𝜕Θ𝑖
cos

(
\𝑛+1 − 𝜙

2

)
− 1

sin
(
\𝑛−𝜙

2

) 𝜕

𝜕Θ𝑖
cos

(
\𝑛 − 𝜙

2

)
. (3.118)

Finally, we use (3.95), (3.94) and the derivatives of the Jacobi elliptic functions
with respect to their argument and module (cf. [27]) to obtain an explicit expression
of (3.116), and this completes all the calculations required to obtain (3.113).
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3.3.2 Initial guess
The IPOPT method needs a starting point Θ̄, which we refer as the initial guess. In
this section, we describe the algorithm that we use to obtain the initial guess, which
is a discrete analogue of the one provided in [6]. To estimate 𝜙, 𝑧, 𝑞, and 𝑘 we
use some results from the smooth elastica. We use the following approximations:
Using the parameterization (3.80) from Remark 3.13, equations (3.104) and (3.105)
are expanded in terms of √`ℎ to give

^𝑛 = `2𝑥𝑛 − `1𝑦𝑛 + 𝐴 + O(`ℎ2), (3.119)

sinΨ𝑛 =
1
2
`𝑢2

𝑛 + 𝐴𝑢𝑛 + 𝐵 + O(`ℎ2), (3.120)

respectively. For the discrete curvature, consider the following: Solutions (3.52)
and (3.51) can be written respectively as

[WI]

^𝑛 = ^max cn(𝑧𝑛 + 𝑞; 𝑘), ^max =
2
ℎ

𝑘 sn(𝑧; 𝑘)
dn(𝑧; 𝑘) , (3.121)

[NI]

^𝑛 = ^max dn(𝑘−1(𝑧𝑛 + 𝑞); 𝑘), ^max =
2
ℎ

sn(𝑘−1𝑧; 𝑘)
cn(𝑘−1𝑧; 𝑘) . (3.122)

From Remark 3.13 and Remark 3.15, we have 𝛼 = 2 + _ℎ2 + O(ℎ4), which is
compatible with the parameterization 𝑧 = √

`ℎ + O(ℎ2) (see Remark 3.9). Hence,
we obtain that ^max satisfies

[WI]
^max = 2𝑘√` + O(`ℎ2), (3.123)

[NI]
^max = 2𝑘−1√` + O(`ℎ2). (3.124)

For the parameter 𝑘 we use the following: From (3.120), we note that 𝑢𝑛 must be
bounded from above and below, with the upper bound 𝑢max being

𝑢max =
−𝐴 + Δ

`
+ O(ℎ2), Δ =

√︃
𝐴2 − 2`(𝐵 − 1). (3.125)

Noticing that 𝑢max occurs at the same instance than ^max, from (3.100) we get

^max = Δ + O(`ℎ2). (3.126)

Hence, from (3.123) we obtain
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[WI]
𝑘 =

Δ

2√` + O(√`ℎ2), (3.127)

[NI]

𝑘 =
2√`
Δ

+ O(√`ℎ2). (3.128)

Initial guess pseudo-algorithm

As the last part of this chapter, we present an algorithmic approach to obtain the
initial guess

Θ̄ =
(
𝑥0, �̄�0, ℎ̄, 𝜙, 𝑧, 𝑞, �̄�

)
, (3.129)

for a given a discrete curve 𝛾𝑛, 𝑛 = 0, . . . , 𝑁 − 1, with step size ℎ. Firstly, we
compute the following quantities. The turning angle,(

cos𝜓𝑛
sin𝜓𝑛

)
=
𝛾𝑛+1 − 𝛾𝑛

ℎ
, 𝑛 = 0, . . . , 𝑁 − 2, (3.130)

and the discrete curvature,

^𝑛 =
2
ℎ

tan
𝜓𝑛 − 𝜓𝑛−1

2
, 𝑛 = 1, . . . , 𝑁 − 2. (3.131)

v Parameter 𝝓 — We solve (3.119) in the least square sense,

( ¯̀1, ¯̀2, �̄�) = arg min
(`1,`2,𝐴)

{
1
2

𝑁−2∑︁
𝑛=1

(^𝑛 + `1𝑦𝑛 − `2𝑥𝑛 − 𝐴)2

}
. (3.132)

Then, define ¯̀ :=
√︃

¯̀2
1 + ¯̀2

2 and set 𝜙 such that

cos 𝜙 =
¯̀1
¯̀
, sin 𝜙 =

¯̀2
¯̀
. (3.133)

v Parameter 𝒌 — Using ¯̀ and �̄�, we solve (3.120) in the least square sense,

�̄� = arg min
𝐵

{
1
2

𝑁−2∑︁
𝑛=0

(
sinΨ𝑛 − 1

2
¯̀𝑢2
𝑛 − �̄�𝑢𝑛 − 𝐵

)2
}
. (3.134)

Then, from (3.127), if �̄� < �̄�2

2 ¯̀ − 1 we are in case of the Elastica with inflections,
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[WI]

�̄� = 2
(
�̄�2

¯̀
− 2(�̄� − 1)

)−1/2
, (3.135)

otherwise (�̄� ≥ �̄�2

2 ¯̀ − 1) we are in case without inflections,

[NI]

�̄� =
1
2

(
�̄�2

¯̀
− 2(�̄� − 1)

)1/2
. (3.136)

v Parameter 𝒒, 𝒛 — For simplicity, let us denote 𝑠𝑛 := 𝑧𝑛 + 𝑞. Define 𝑚 ∈ N
as the number of segments in which the function 𝑢𝑛 is monotone. We counted 𝑚
manually, although it could also be estimated by, for example,

[WI]

�̄� =

⌈
(𝑁 − 1)ℎ

√
¯̀

2𝐾 ( �̄�)

⌉
( + 1), (3.137)

[NI]

�̄� =

⌈
(𝑁 − 1)ℎ

√
¯̀

𝐾 ( �̄�)

⌉
( + 1), (3.138)

where 𝐾 is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind, and the term in brackets
(+1) is added only if both 𝑢0 and 𝑢𝑁−1 are simultaneously increasing or decreasing.
Then, we simply invert the Jacobi elliptic function at the endpoints 𝑛 = 0 and
𝑛 = 𝑁 − 1 to obtain 𝑞 and 𝑧, using that sn−1 = 𝐹 ◦ arcsin, cn−1 = 𝐹 ◦ arccos, where
𝐹 is the elliptic integral of the first kind. Concretely, from (3.121) and (3.123), we
have the following:

[WI]

cn(𝑧𝑛 + 𝑞; �̄�) = ¯̀𝑢𝑛 + �̄�
2�̄�

√
¯̀

≡ 𝑈𝑛. (3.139)

Hence,

– If 𝑢𝑛 is decreasing on the first segment:

𝑠0 = 𝐹 (arccos𝑈0; �̄�), (3.140)

and

𝑠𝑁−1 =

{
2(𝑚 − 1)𝐾 ( �̄�) + 𝐹 (arccos𝑈𝑁−1; �̄�), 𝑚 is odd,
2𝑚𝐾 ( �̄�) − 𝐹 (arccos𝑈𝑁−1; �̄�), 𝑚 is even.

(3.141)
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– If 𝑢𝑛 is increasing on the first segment:

𝑠0 = 4𝐾 ( �̄�) − 𝐹 (arccos𝑈0; �̄�), (3.142)

and

𝑠𝑁−1 =

{
2(𝑚 + 1)𝐾 ( �̄�) − 𝐹 (arccos𝑈𝑁−1; �̄�), 𝑚 is odd,
2𝑚𝐾 ( �̄�) + 𝐹 (arccos𝑈𝑁−1; �̄� , 𝑚 is even.

(3.143)

[NI]

dn( �̄�−1𝑠𝑛; �̄�) = ¯̀𝑢𝑛 + �̄�
2�̄�−1√ ¯̀

, (3.144)

which can be rewritten as

sn( �̄�−1𝑠𝑛; �̄�) = �̄�−1

√︄
1 −

(
¯̀𝑢𝑛 + �̄�
2�̄�−1√ ¯̀

)2

≡ 𝑈𝑛. (3.145)

Hence,

– If 𝑢𝑛 is decreasing on the first segment:

𝑠0 = �̄�𝐹 (arcsin𝑈0; �̄�), (3.146)

and

𝑠𝑁−1 =

{
(𝑚 − 1) �̄�𝐾 ( �̄�) + �̄�𝐹 (arcsin𝑈𝑁−1; �̄�), 𝑚 is odd,
𝑚�̄�𝐾 ( �̄�) − �̄�𝐹 (arcsin𝑈𝑁−1; �̄�), 𝑚 is even.

(3.147)

– If 𝑢𝑛 is increasing on the first segment:

𝑠0 = 2�̄�𝐾 ( �̄�) − �̄�𝐹 (arcsin𝑈0; �̄�), (3.148)

and

𝑠𝑁−1 =

{
(𝑚 + 1) �̄�𝐾 ( �̄�) − �̄�𝐹 (arcsin𝑈𝑁−1; �̄�), 𝑚 is odd,
𝑚�̄�𝐾 ( �̄�) + �̄�𝐹 (arcsin𝑈𝑁−1; �̄�), 𝑚 is even.

(3.149)

Finally, we set
𝑞 = 𝑠0, 𝑧 =

1
𝑁 − 1

(𝑠𝑁−1 − 𝑠0). (3.150)
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v Parameter 𝒙0, 𝒚0, 𝒉 — From the previous steps, using all the recovered pa-
rameters, we construct a discrete elastica segment that starts at the origin with
parameters Θ̌ = (0, 0, ℎ, 𝜙, 𝑧, 𝑞, �̄�). Then,(

𝑥0
�̄�0

)
= arg min

t(𝑥0,𝑦0)

{
1
2

𝑁−1∑︁
𝑛=0

(
𝛾𝑛 − Z Θ̌𝑛

)2
}
. (3.151)

For the step size, we just set ℎ̄ = ℎ.
Figure 3.3 illustrates typical examples of the fairing method, where we used

the above algorithm to obtain the initial guess.

Figure 3.3: Typical examples of the fairing of discrete planar curves to discrete
Euler’s elasticae. Black squares are the input curve, green triangles are the initial
guess, and red circles are the output elasticae.
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Chapter 4

Fairing to Log-aesthetic curves

This chapter addresses the Log-aesthetic curve. In Section 4.1, we present the basic
definitions and show a result that helps characterize the family of Log-aesthetic
curves via similarity transformations. In Section 4.2, in a similar manner than in
the previous chapter, we present an algorithmic approach to fair planar curves to
Log-aesthetic curves. Part of the content of this chapter is included in [14].

4.1 Log-aesthetic curve
In [15], T. Harada et al. presented a quantitative and qualitative study of planar
curves sampled from the keylines of a car and suggested that, for aesthetically
pleasing curves, the frequency histogram of the radius of curvature follows a
piecewise linear relation in a log-log scale. In [36, 50], by considering an analytic
formulation of the work by T. Harada et al., it is shown that such curves satisfy

log
(

d𝑠
d𝑅

)
= 𝛼𝑅 − log 𝐴, (4.1)

for some 𝛼 ∈ R and 𝐴 > 0, where 𝑅 = log 𝜌. These curves will later be coined
as log-aesthetic curves (or simply referred to as LAC), and (4.1) is usually given
as the defining equation. In this thesis, we consider the following, equivalent,
definition:

Definition 4.1 (Log-aesthetic curve) — An arc length parameterized curve 𝛾(𝑠)
with a strictly monotonic radius of curvature is called a log-aesthetic curve (LAC)
if its curvature satisfies

^^′′ − (𝛼 + 1) (^′)2
= 0, (4.2)

for some constant 𝛼 ∈ R.
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Remark 4.2 — Assuming that functions are well-behaved, we have d𝑠
d𝑅 = 𝜌/𝜌′,

then (4.1) is rewritten as
𝜌′𝜌(𝛼−1) = 𝐴, (4.3)

and by taking the derivative of (4.3), we obtain

𝜌𝜌′′ + (𝛼 − 1) (𝜌′)2 = 0, (4.4)

which is rewritten in terms of ^ = 𝜌−1 to give (4.2).
Let us see that the parameter 𝛼 of a given LAC is invariant under the simi-

larity transformations and reflections. Firstly, note that because the curvature of
a planar curve is invariant under the Euclidean transformations, we only check
the invariance under scale transformations and the reflections over the diagonal
{(𝑥, 𝑥) ∈ R2 |𝑥 ∈ R}. For scale transformations, consider the arc length parame-
terized LAC 𝛾(𝑠) satisfying (4.2), for some 𝛼 ∈ R, and define �̃�(𝑠) := 𝑆𝛾(𝑠/𝑆),
where 𝑆 > 0. Then ˜̂(𝑠), the curvature of �̃�(𝑠), is given by ˜̂(𝑠) = 𝑆−1^(𝑠/𝑆) and
it is easy to see that it satisfies (4.2). For the reflections over the diagonal, note
that interchanging the 𝑥− and 𝑦−component of the curve is equivalent to changing
the sign of the curvature, and (4.2) is invariant under that change.

The fundamental theorem of planar curves states that an arc length param-
eterized planar curve is uniquely determined by its curvature up to Euclidean
transformations. In addition, the curvature of an LAC determined by (4.2) has
two arbitrary parameters. In view of this, we introduce the basic LAC by fixing
this freedom and show that one can recover a general LAC by applying similarity
transformations and shifting the arc length parameter.

Definition 4.3 (Basic LAC) — Let b𝛼 (𝑠) be an LAC defined over an open interval
𝐼 ⊂ R, such that {0} ∈ 𝐼, and satisfying

^′(𝑠) = −(^(𝑠)) (𝛼+1) < 0, ∀𝑠 ∈ 𝐼,
^(0) = 1,
𝜓(0) = 0,
b𝛼 (0) = 0.

(4.5)

We call b𝛼 (𝑠) a basic LAC.

Let us see a more explicit expression for the basic LAC and its related quantities.
In what follows, we use the sub-index b𝛼, as for example ^b𝛼 , to denote those
quantities associated with their respective basic LAC. Taking the initial condition
into consideration, the explicit form of the curvature is given by

^b𝛼 (𝑠) =
{

exp(−𝑠), 𝛼 = 0,
(1 + 𝛼𝑠)−1/𝛼, 𝛼 ≠ 0.

(4.6)
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Then, the turning angle is obtained from the curvature by (𝜓b𝛼)′ = ^b𝛼 ,

𝜓b𝛼 (𝑠) =


1 − exp(−𝑠), 𝛼 = 0,
log(𝑠 + 1), 𝛼 = 1,
(1+𝛼𝑠) 𝛼−1

𝛼 −1
𝛼−1 , 𝛼 ≠ 0, 1.

(4.7)

Although it is not used in this thesis, we note that the position vector can be
expressed in terms of the incomplete gamma function, see for example [51]. For
simplicity we consider the case in which 1 + 𝛼𝑠 > 0. In this case, the maximal
interval 𝐼𝛼 ⊂ R on which the basic LAC can be defined is

𝐼𝛼 =


(−∞,−1/𝛼), 𝛼 < 0,
(−∞,∞), 𝛼 = 0,
(−1/𝛼,∞), 𝛼 > 0,

(4.8)

and we assume that all basic LAC are defined over 𝐼𝛼. Finally, note that the image
of ^b𝛼 is ^b𝛼 [𝐼𝛼] = (0,∞).
Proposition 4.4 — Any LAC with 𝛼 ≠ 1 and positive and decreasing curvature
can be expressed as a basic LAC after applying similarity transformations and
shifting the arc length parameter. In particular, if 𝛾(𝑠), 𝑠 ∈ [0, 𝐿], is an LAC of
length 𝐿, there exists a unique 𝛾0 ∈ R2, 𝜙 ∈ [0, 2𝜋), 𝑆 ∈ R\{0}, and 𝑠0 ∈ R, such
that

𝛾(𝑠) = 𝛾0 + 𝑆 R𝜙 b
𝛼 (𝑠/𝑆 + 𝑠0), 𝑠 ∈ [0, 𝐿], (4.9)

where b𝛼 (𝑠) is a basic LAC of length 𝐿/𝑆.

Proof. For a given LAC 𝛾(𝑠), 𝑠 ∈ [0, 𝐿] with 𝛼 ≠ 1 and positive and decreasing
curvature, we know that its curvature satisfies (4.2), which can be integrated once
to obtain

^′(𝑠) = −𝐴(^(𝑠)) (𝛼+1) , (4.10)

for some 𝐴 > 0. Next, consider the curve �̄�(𝑠) := 𝑆−1𝛾(𝑠𝑆), 𝑠 ∈ [0, 𝐿/𝑆], and set
𝑆 = 𝐴1/(𝛼−1) . Note that the curvature of �̄� satisfies{

¯̂′(𝑠) = −( ¯̂(𝑠)) (𝛼+1) ,
¯̂(0) = 𝐴1/(𝛼−1)^(0), (4.11)

which can be integrated to obtain

¯̂(𝑠) =


exp(−(𝑠 − log ¯̂(0))), 𝛼 = 0,[
1 + 𝛼

(
𝑠 + ( ¯̂(0))−𝛼−1

𝛼

)]−1/𝛼
, 𝛼 ≠ 0.

(4.12)
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By comparing ¯̂ with ^b𝛼 in (4.6), there exists a unique 𝑠0 ∈ R such that ¯̂(𝑠) =
^b𝛼 (𝑠 + 𝑠0). From the fundamental theorem of planar curves, it follows that the
curves �̄� and b𝛼 are congruent up to rigid transformations, i.e.

�̄�(𝑠) = �̄�0 + R𝜙 b
𝛼 (𝑠 + 𝑠0), 𝑠 ∈ [0, 𝐿/𝑆], (4.13)

for some �̄�0 ∈ R2 and 𝜙 ∈ [0, 2𝜋). Finally, we use that 𝛾(𝑠) = 𝑆�̄�(𝑠/𝑆) to obtain
(4.9) with 𝛾0 := 𝑆�̄�0. �

Remark 4.5 — In the proof of Proposition 4.4, the scale transformation is used
to change the value of 𝐴, in (4.10), without changing the value of 𝛼. However,
in the case of 𝛼 = 1 this technique cannot be exploited. Because, the case of
𝛼 = 1 corresponds to the logarithmic spiral, which is a self-similar curve. In
particular, the value of 𝐴 for a given logarithmic spiral is invariant under scale
transformations, thus the technique used in Proposition 4.4 cannot be used to
recover the entire family of LAC with 𝛼 = 1.
Remark 4.6 — Let 𝑋 be the reflection of R2 defined by the map (𝑥, 𝑦) ↦→ (𝑦, 𝑥).
If 𝛾(𝑠), 𝑠 ∈ [0, 𝐿], is an LAC, then also are

𝛾 (1) (𝑠) := 𝛾(𝐿 − 𝑠),
𝛾 (2) (𝑠) := 𝑋𝛾(𝑠),
𝛾 (3) (𝑠) := 𝑋𝛾(𝐿 − 𝑠).

(4.14)

Moreover, their respective curvatures satisfy
^ (1) (𝑠) = −^(𝐿 − 𝑠),
^ (2) (𝑠) = −^(𝑠),
^ (3) (𝑠) = ^(𝐿 − 𝑠),

(4.15)

which allow us to use Proposition 4.4 in those cases in which the curvature is not
positive and decreasing, by applying one of the transformations (4.14).

4.1.1 Recovering the parameters of an LAC segment
We focus our attention on the problem of finding the parameters that uniquely
identify a given LAC segment. We proceed in three steps, in which we solve several
linear equations in the least-squares sense, with the objective of constructing an
algorithm that can be applied to general curves. Before describing the method,
we make use of the following remarks: In view of Remark 4.5 we omit the case
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(𝛼 = −2) (𝛼 = 1)
Logarithmic spiral

(𝛼 = −1)
Cornu spiral

(𝛼 = 2)
Circle involute

(𝛼 = 0)
Nielsen’s spiral (𝛼 = 4)

Figure 4.1: Typical examples of log-aesthetic curves.

𝛼 = 1, and for simplicity in the formulation of this method we further omit the
case 𝛼 = 0. Removing these values does not hinder the quality of the algorithm,
because they are only single points on the real line. At last, given an LAC segment
𝛾(𝑠), 𝑠 ∈ [0, 𝐿], by possibly applying one of the transformations (4.14), we assume
that its curvature is positive and decreasing. Then, from Proposition 4.4, it follows
that there exists a set of parameters {𝑥0, 𝑦0, 𝑆, 𝜙, 𝑙, 𝑠0, 𝛼} such that

𝛾(𝑠) =
(
𝑥0
𝑦0

)
+ 𝑆 R𝜙 b

𝛼 (𝑠/𝑆 + 𝑠0), 𝑠 ∈ [0, 𝑙𝑆], (4.16)

which implies, by definition of the curvature function, that

^(𝑠) = 𝑆−1^b𝛼 (𝑠/𝑆 + 𝑠0). (4.17)

Let 𝑅 = − log ^ and 𝑅b𝛼 = − log ^b𝛼 , then

𝑅(𝑠) = log 𝑆 + 𝑅b𝛼 (𝑠/𝑆 + 𝑠0). (4.18)
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Finally, from the differential equation (4.5) we have that log(𝑅′
b𝛼) + 𝛼𝑅b𝛼 = 0;

hence, from (4.18), we obtain

log(𝑅′) + 𝛼𝑅 = (𝛼 − 1) log 𝑆. (4.19)

Step 1 — Let 𝑐1 := 𝛼 and 𝑐0 := (𝛼 − 1) log 𝑆. Then, from (4.19), in the least
squares sense we have

(𝑐0, 𝑐1) = arg min
(𝑐0,𝑐1)

{
1
2

∫ 𝐿

0
(log(𝑅′) + 𝑐1𝑅 − 𝑐0)2 d𝑠

}
, (4.20)

which leads to

𝑐1 =
𝐿

∫ 𝐿

0 𝑅 log(𝑅′) d𝑠 −
∫ 𝐿

0 𝑅 d𝑠
∫ 𝐿

0 log(𝑅′) d𝑠

(
∫ 𝐿

0 𝑅 d𝑠)2 − 𝐿
∫ 𝐿

0 𝑅2 d𝑠
, (4.21)

and
𝑐0 =

1
𝐿

∫ 𝐿

0
(log(𝑅′) + 𝑐1𝑅) d𝑠. (4.22)

Then, 𝛼 = 𝑐1 and 𝑆 = exp(𝑐0/(𝑐1 − 1)).

Step 2 — From (4.6) and (4.17), we have that ^(𝑠) = 𝑆−1(1 + 𝛼(𝑠/𝑆 + 𝑠0))−1/𝛼,
which allows us to isolate the parameter 𝑠0 as

𝑠0 =
(𝑆^(𝑠))−𝛼

𝛼
− 1
𝛼
− 𝑠

𝑆
. (4.23)

Then,

𝑠0 := arg min
𝑠0

{
1
2

∫ 𝐿

0

(
1

𝛼𝑆𝛼^(𝑠)𝛼 − 1
𝛼
− 𝑠

𝑆
− 𝑠0

)2
d𝑠

}
(4.24)

gives

𝑠0 =
1

𝛼𝐿𝑆𝛼

∫ 𝐿

0
(^(𝑠))−𝛼 d𝑠 − 1

𝛼
− 1
𝐿𝑆

∫ 𝐿

0
𝑠 d𝑠. (4.25)

Similarly, we compute 𝑠end := 𝐿/𝑆+ 𝑠0 from ^ (3) (𝑠) = ^(𝐿− 𝑠) = 𝑆−1(1+𝛼(𝑠end−
𝑠/𝑆))−1/𝛼. In the least squares sense, we obtain

𝑠end =
1

𝛼𝐿𝑆𝛼

∫ 𝐿

0
(^(𝐿 − 𝑠))−𝛼 d𝑠 − 1

𝛼
+ 1
𝐿𝑆

∫ 𝐿

0
𝑠 d𝑠, (4.26)

Hence,
𝑙 = 𝑠end − 𝑠0 = 𝐿/𝑆. (4.27)
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Step 3 — At this point, it remains to find the rotation and translation parameters.
For the former, note that the angle function of 𝛾 and b𝛼 differ only by a constant
𝜙, as

𝜓(𝑠) = 𝜙 + 𝜓b𝛼 (𝑠/𝑆 + 𝑠0). (4.28)
Thus, in the least squares sense we obtain

𝜙 =
1
𝐿

∫ 𝐿

0
(𝜓(𝑠) − 𝜓b𝛼 (𝑠/𝑆 + 𝑠0)) d𝑠. (4.29)

Finally, for the translation (𝑥0, 𝑦0) we solve (4.9) in the least squares sense,(
𝑥0
𝑦0

)
=

1
𝐿

∫ 𝐿

0

(
𝛾(𝑠) − 𝑆 R𝜙 b

𝛼 (𝑠/𝑆 + 𝑠0)
)
d𝑠. (4.30)

4.2 Fairing of planar curves
In this section, we consider the case where a general planar curve segment is given
and we want to find an LAC segment that is the closest in a 𝐿2-distance sense. For
all the applications that we have in mind, the input data is regarded as a discrete
curve, thus we must consider a discretization of the LAC and of the previous
results.

General log-aesthetic curve segment
From Proposition 4.4, we know that a general LAC segment b (𝑠), 𝑠 ∈ [0, 𝐿], after
a possible change of parameterization or a reflection (see Remark 4.6), can be
expressed as

b (𝑠) =
(
𝑥0
𝑦0

)
+ 𝑆 R𝜙 b

𝛼 (𝑠/𝑆 + 𝑠0), 𝑠 ∈ [0, 𝐿], (4.31)

where b𝛼 is a basic LAC with total length 𝑙 := 𝐿/𝑆. Furthermore, b (𝑠) is also
rewritten as

b (𝑠) =
(
𝑥0
𝑦0

)
+

∫ 𝑠

0

(
cos(𝜓b𝛼 (𝑡/𝑆 + 𝑠0) + 𝜙)
sin(𝜓b𝛼 (𝑡/𝑆 + 𝑠0) + 𝜙)

)
d𝑡, 𝑠 ∈ [0, 𝐿], (4.32)

where 𝜓b𝛼 is given by (4.7). From now on, let us consider a discretization of
(4.32). Let 𝑁 ∈ N, and define

ℎ := 𝐿
𝑁−1 ,

𝑧 := 𝐿
𝑆(𝑁−1) =

𝑙
𝑁−1 ,

𝑞 := 𝑠0,
(4.33)
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and the discrete curve bΘ𝑛 ∈ R2, 𝑛 = 0, . . . , 𝑁 − 1, such that
bΘ𝑛 = bΘ𝑛−1 + ℎ

(
cos(𝜓b𝛼 (𝑧𝑛 + 𝑞) + 𝜙)
sin(𝜓b𝛼 (𝑧𝑛 + 𝑞) + 𝜙)

)
, 𝑛 = 1, . . . , 𝑁 − 1,

bΘ0 =

(
𝑥0
𝑦0

)
,

(4.34)

where we introduced the notation bΘ𝑛 for the discrete curve that depends on the
parameters

Θ := (𝑥0, 𝑦0, ℎ, 𝜙, 𝑧, 𝑞, 𝛼). (4.35)

Note that, the recursive expression (4.34) gives an approximation of b (𝑠) of second
order, in the sense that 

b (𝑠) = bΘ𝑛 + O(ℎ2),
𝑇 (𝑠) = 𝑇𝑛,

𝜓(𝑠) = 𝜓𝑛,

^(𝑠) = ^𝑛 + O(ℎ2),

(4.36)

where 𝑠 = ℎ𝑛, and the discrete objects are computed from their definition (see
Section 2.2). We conclude that a general LAC segment can be approximated by
bΘ𝑛 which depends on the seven parameters (4.35).
Remark 4.7 — From (4.34) and (4.36), note that the discrete turning angle of bΘ𝑛
is given by 𝜓𝑛 = 𝜓b𝛼 (𝑧𝑛 + 𝑞) + 𝜙; hence,

𝜓𝑛 =
(1 + 𝛼(𝑧𝑛 + 𝑞)) 𝛼−1

𝛼 − 1
𝛼 − 1

+ 𝜙. (4.37)

4.2.1 Fairing process methodology
The input data for the fairing process is assumed to be a list of 𝑁 two-dimensional
points, regarded as a discrete curve with constant step size,

𝛾𝑛 =

(
𝑥𝑛
𝑦𝑛

)
, 𝑛 = 0, . . . , 𝑁 − 1. (4.38)

Given 𝛾𝑛, we look for an LAC segment bΘ𝑛 ∈ R2 that is the closest to 𝛾𝑛, in the
𝐿2-distance sense. Namely, we seek to find a set of parameters Θ∗ such that

Θ∗ = arg min
Θ∈𝑈

{
1
2

𝑁−1∑︁
𝑛=0

bΘ𝑛 − 𝛾𝑛
2

}
, (4.39)
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with the admissible set𝑈 given by

𝑈 =

{
(𝑥0, 𝑦0, 𝜙, ℎ, 𝑧, 𝑞, 𝛼) ∈ R7

���� (𝑥0, 𝑦0) ∈ R2, ℎ > 0, 𝜙 ∈ [0, 2𝜋),
𝑧 > 0, 𝑞 ∈ 𝐼𝛼 and 𝛼 ∈ R\{0, 1}

}
. (4.40)

The optimization problem is solved using the Interior Point Optimizer (IPOPT)
package [47], so we need the gradient of the objective function and an initial guess
to start the optimization. Following our previous explanation in Section 3.3.1 (for
the Euler’s elastica), let us compute the gradient of

L(Θ) :=
1
2

𝑁−1∑︁
𝑛=0

bΘ𝑛 − 𝛾𝑛
2
. (4.41)

We have,

𝜕

𝜕Θ𝑖
L(Θ) =

𝑁−1∑︁
𝑛=0

〈
bΘ𝑛 − 𝛾𝑛, 𝜕

𝜕Θ𝑖
bΘ𝑛

〉
, Θ𝑖 = 𝑥0, 𝑦0, 𝜙, ℎ, 𝑧, 𝑞, 𝛼, (4.42)

which is computed recursively from equation (4.34), using that

𝜕

𝜕Θ𝑖
bΘ𝑛 =

𝜕

𝜕Θ𝑖
bΘ𝑛−1 +


0, Θ𝑖 = 𝑥0, 𝑦0,

𝑇𝑛, Θ𝑖 = ℎ,

ℎ 𝜕
𝜕Θ𝑖
𝑇𝑛, otherwise,

(4.43)

with

𝜕

𝜕Θ𝑖
bΘ0 =


t(1, 0), Θ𝑖 = 𝑥0,
t(0, 1), Θ𝑖 = 𝑦0,
t(0, 0), otherwise,

(4.44)

where 𝑇𝑛 is computed as

𝑇𝑛 :=
(
cos(𝜓b𝛼 (𝑧𝑛 + 𝑞) + 𝜙)
sin(𝜓b𝛼 (𝑧𝑛 + 𝑞) + 𝜙)

)
. (4.45)

Then, using that (𝜓b𝛼)′ = ^b𝛼 , we obtain the gradient of 𝑇𝑛 by

𝜕

𝜕Θ𝑖
𝑇𝑛 = R𝜋/2 𝑇𝑛 ×


1, Θ𝑖 = 𝜙,

^b𝛼 (𝑧𝑛 + 𝑞), Θ𝑖 = 𝑞,

𝑛^b𝛼 (𝑧𝑛 + 𝑞), Θ𝑖 = 𝑧,
𝜕
𝜕𝛼𝜓b𝛼 (𝑧𝑛 + 𝑞), Θ𝑖 = 𝛼,

(4.46)
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with

𝜕

𝜕𝛼
𝜓b𝛼 (𝑠) = 1

(𝛼 − 1)2+

(1 + 𝑠𝛼)− 1
𝛼

(
(𝛼 − 1) (1 + 𝑠𝛼) log(1 + 𝑠𝛼) − 𝛼 (

𝛼 + 2𝑠𝛼 − 𝑠) )
𝛼2(𝛼 − 1)2 , (4.47)

which is obtained by direct computation from (4.7).

4.2.2 Initial guess
In this section, in analogy to Section 3.3.2, we describe the algorithm that we use
to obtain the initial guess. As it was mentioned in the previous section, we regard
the input data as a discrete curve; hence, we use a discrete analogue to the three
steps described in Section 4.1.1.

Initial guess pseudo-algorithm:

We present an algorithmic approach to obtain the initial guess

Θ̄ =
(
𝑥0, �̄�0, ℎ̄, 𝜙, 𝑧, 𝑞, �̄�

)
, (4.48)

for a given a discrete curve 𝛾𝑛, 𝑛 = 0, . . . , 𝑁 − 1, with step size ℎ. Firstly, we
compute the following quantities: From the tangent vector,

𝑇𝑛 =
𝛾𝑛+1 − 𝛾𝑛

ℎ
, 𝑛 = 0, . . . , 𝑁 − 2, (4.49)

and using that the sine and cosine of the deflection angle satisfies that sin𝐾𝑛 =

det(𝑇𝑛−1, 𝑇𝑛) and cos𝐾𝑛 = 〈𝑇𝑛−1, 𝑇𝑛〉, we compute the turning angle by{
𝜓𝑛 = 𝜓𝑛−1 + arctan(det(𝑇𝑛−1, 𝑇𝑛)/〈𝑇𝑛−1, 𝑇𝑛〉), 𝑛 = 1, . . . , 𝑁 − 2,
𝜓0 = arctan

(
det

( t(1, 0), 𝑇0
)/〈 t(1, 0), 𝑇0

〉)
,

(4.50)
and the curvature by

^𝑛 =
2
ℎ

det(𝑇𝑛−1, 𝑇𝑛)
1 + 〈𝑇𝑛−1, 𝑇𝑛〉 , 𝑛 = 1, . . . , 𝑁 − 2. (4.51)

Then, let us define the logarithm of the radius of curvature by

𝑅𝑛 = − log ^𝑛, 𝑛 = 1, . . . , 𝑁 − 2, (4.52)
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and its discrete derivative by

Δ𝑅𝑛 = −^𝑛+1 − ^𝑛
^𝑛

, 𝑛 = 1, . . . , 𝑁 − 3. (4.53)

v Parameter 𝜶 — Following Step 1, we solve

(𝑐0, 𝑐1) = arg min
(𝑐0,𝑐1)

{
1
2

𝑁−3∑︁
𝑛=1

(log(Δ𝑅𝑛/ℎ) + 𝑐1𝑅𝑛 − 𝑐0)2ℎ

}
. (4.54)

Then, using that �̄� = 𝑐0 and 𝑆 = exp(𝑐0/(𝑐1 − 1)), we obtain

�̄� =
(𝑁 − 3)∑𝑁−3

𝑛=1 𝑅𝑛 logΔ𝑅𝑛 −
∑𝑁−3
𝑛=1 𝑅𝑛

∑𝑁−3
𝑛=1 logΔ𝑅𝑛(∑𝑁−3

𝑛=1 𝑅𝑛

)2
− (𝑁 − 3)∑𝑁−3

𝑛=1 𝑅
2
𝑛

, (4.55)

and

𝑆 = ℎ
1

1−�̄� exp

(
1

(�̄� − 1) (𝑁 − 3)
𝑁−3∑︁
𝑛=1

(logΔ𝑅𝑛 + �̄�𝑅𝑛)
)
. (4.56)

v Parameter 𝒒, 𝒛 — From Step 2, and using that 𝑞 = 𝑠0, and 𝑧 = 𝑙/(𝑁 − 1), we
obtain

𝑞 =
1

�̄�(𝑁 − 2)𝑆�̄�
𝑁−2∑︁
𝑛=1

(^𝑛)−�̄� − 1
�̄�
− (𝑁 − 1)ℎ

2𝑆
, (4.57)

and
𝑧 =

(𝑁 − 1)ℎ
𝑆

. (4.58)

v Parameter 𝝓, 𝒙0, 𝒚0, 𝒉 — Let bΘ̌𝑛 , 𝑛 = 0, . . . , 𝑁 − 1, be the discrete curve
computed as in (4.34) with Θ̌ = (0, 0, ℎ, 0, 𝑧, 𝑞, �̄�). Then, its turning angle is
𝜓b �̄� (𝑧𝑛 + 𝑠0); hence, following Step 3, we obtain

𝜙 =
1

𝑁 − 1

𝑁−2∑︁
𝑛=0

(𝜓𝑛 − 𝜓b �̄� (𝑧𝑛 + 𝑞)), (4.59)

and (
𝑥0
�̄�0

)
=

1
𝑁

𝑁−1∑︁
𝑛=0

(
𝛾𝑛 − R𝜙 b

Θ̌
𝑛

)
. (4.60)

Finally, we set ℎ̄ = ℎ.
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Figure 4.2: Examples of discrete curves approximated by LAC. Black curves are
the input curves, blue curves are the first guesses and the red curves are the final
outputs of the IPOPT program. The parameter 𝛼 obtained is: 1.310 (upper-left),
0.547 (upper-right), −9.254 (bottom-left), and −1.033 (bottom-right).

As a first test for this algorithm, we used synthetic data: discrete curves with
constant step size based on Bézier curves. These curves were split in segments
with sign preserving monotonic curvature. Then, we faired each segment to an
LAC, using the previous algorithm to compute the initial guess. Some examples
are shown in Figure 4.2. In the next section we apply this method to real data.
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Chapter 5

Applications

In this chapter, we present an example of usage of the fairing algorithms described
in Section 3.3 and Section 4.2, for the Euler’s elastica and log-aesthetic curve,
respectively. In both cases, we seek to characterize the keylines of existing objects.
We note that this differs from other common applications in design, in which
the objective is to construct new objects for given boundary conditions. We
characterize the profile of Japanese handmade pantiles in Section 5.1, which is
part of a joint work with T. Suzuki [13]; and we characterize keylines of a car’s
roof in Section 5.2, which is part of a joint work with K. T. Miura [14].

5.1 Keylines of Japanese handmade pantiles
Sangawara (Japanese pantiles) are the most common type of roof tiles in Japan and
are thought to be unique to the country. Although the number of buildings with
sangawara roofs is decreasing, landscapes with constructions having sangawara
roofs are considered, by the community, to be one of the most beautiful and
culturally Japanese scenes. Traditionally, sangawara were handmade from local
clay by placing a clay plate on a wooden mold, beating it with a board called
tataki, and stroking it with a board called nadeita. In recent times, they are mass-
produced in limited areas, by metal mold presses. The mold shapes are thought
to be based on the shape of the sangawara in the handmade era, but companies
keep their designs a trade secret. We consider that it is important to characterize
aesthetically pleasing curves like sangawara with mathematical formulas to be
used in architectural design. Because of this, and the fact that the process involves
bending the clay plate, we thought that the shape of sangawara could possibly
be approximated by the Euler’s elasticae. In Section 5.1.1, we explain how the
handmade sangawara (simply referred to as pantiles) were collected, and how we
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obtain the keyline of each pantile. In Section 5.1.2, we approximate those keylines
to discrete Euler’s elasticae.

5.1.1 Data collection and pre-processing
The pantiles that we measured were used in a house built around 1900 in Settsu
city, Osaka prefecture. From the characteristic shapes of the pantiles, they were
likely used from the original construction or replaced before the revision of the
urban building law in 1924 after the Great Kanto Earthquake. According to the
owners, most of the tiles were blown away when the 2nd Muroto Typhoon hit in
1961, so they were collected and re-roofed. After that, only a few of the pantiles
were replaced before the house was demolished in March 2017. In a survey before
the demolition, it was found that the roofs of this house were covered by four
different sizes of pantiles that ranged from 240 to 280 mm in working width. Prior
to dismantling the building, six rows of pantiles were preserved (A to F in Figure
5.1), covering those four sizes. We measured 37 pantiles of the C and F rows, with
a working width of 270 mm (the most commonly used on this house), excluding
the eave pantiles (C01, F01).

Figure 5.1: Preserved pantiles (black and red: A-F) and measured pantiles (red:
C02-14, F02-25).
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Figure 5.2: Left: Placement of 3D laser scanner and pantile during measurement.
Right: Example of 3D keylines generated (C07).

The NextEngine’s Ultra HD 3D laser scanner was used for the measurements,
as shown in Figure 5.2. The mesh data obtained from the 3D laser scanner was
read by 3D Systems’ RapidWorks 64 4.1.0, a reverse modeling software. This
software was used to synthesize and decimate its polygons finer than the scanner’s
measurement accuracy (0.3 mm) and then it automatically healed incorrect data
and filled the holes in the meshes. The keylines used for this analysis correspond
to the bottom front edge of the pantiles. Figure 5.2 shows an example of the
keylines generated. By using the principal component analysis, the keylines were
projected to a plane, and after processing these curves, we obtained discrete planar
curves with constant step size. The keylines have one inflection point, and the
curve is clearly asymmetric at this point. This makes difficult to formulate such
curve in terms of a single elastica. Therefore, we estimate the inflection point of
the curve, then we divide it in two segments and approximate each of them with
different elasticae. We estimated the inflection point using a method inspired by
the Ramer–Douglas–Peucker algorithm [8, 42], which was devised to smoothen a
given discrete set of points by decimation.
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5.1.2 Characterization by discrete Euler’s elasticae
We considered the input curves to be 37 segments, corresponding to the segments
of the keylines situated at the right-hand side of their estimated inflection points.
To each segment, we applied the algorithm described in Section 3.3. From the
parameters Θ = (𝑥0, 𝑦0, ℎ, 𝜙, 𝑧, 𝑞, 𝑘), the point (𝑥0, 𝑦0) ∈ R2 was fixed at the
inflection point, and the remaining five parameters were optimized. An example
of the fairing is shown in Figure 5.3, the result after fairing all the curves is shown
in Figure 5.4, and the resulting parameter values are summarized in Table 5.1.

Figure 5.3: Example: fairing of the C07 lower keyline (black) to an Euler’s elastica
(red).

Lower keylines right (valley) side ℎ 𝜙
𝑧 𝑞 𝑘[mm] [rad] [grad]

C02–14, F02–15, 17–23, 25 mean 0.964 −0.168 −9.623 9.001 × 10−3 5.919 0.353
std. dev. 6.564 × 10−3 2.078 × 10−3 0.119 1.263 × 10−3 1.789 × 10−3 1.235 × 10−2

F16 0.945 2.045 117.192 67.36 5.226 27.43
F24 1.007 2.478 141.986 121.8 28.28 27.39

Table 5.1: Calculation results for ℎ, 𝜙, 𝑧, 𝑞 and 𝑘 (mean and standard deviation).
Because the values for F16 and F24 were noticeably different from the others, the
means and standard deviations were calculated for the 35 keylines except for F16
and F24, and the values for F16 and F24 were written separately.

As Table 5.1 shows, there are 35 keylines (except for F16 and F24) that show
very little variation in their parameters, and the discrete elasticae are similar in
shape. The 𝑘 values are close to 0.3, corresponding to the case with inflection
points [WI]. The values of 𝑘 for F16 and F24 are noticeably different, and corre-
spond to the case without inflection point [NI]. We think that the variations in the
parameters 𝑧 and 𝑞, for the 35 elasticae [WI], are related to the estimation error of
the inflection point. The effect that the local unevenness of the keylines, due to the
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Figure 5.4: Upper: Input curves (black). Bottom: Approximating Euler’s elastica
(red). The highlighted curves (green) correspond to keylines that presented a
statistically different result.

manufacturing and measuring process, has on the estimation of the inflection point
should be examined. In conclusion, we found that 35 of the 37 lower keylines of
the handmade pantiles could be approximated by discrete Euler’s elasticae with a
very small variation on the right-hand side of the inflection point. However, the
errors of the estimated positions of the inflection points may affect the accuracy of
the approximations.

5.2 Keylines of a car’s roof
In order to test the fairing algorithm shown in Section 4.2 we characterize some
simple profile lines of a car’s roof (Toyota Prius). In Section 5.2.1 we explain how
the keylines were collected and processed, and in Section 5.2.2 we approximate
those keylines to log-aesthetic curves.

5.2.1 Data collection and pre-processing
A 3D model was obtained by measuring a scale model car with a 3D laser scanner
(Hexagon 8330-7, measurement accuracy of 0.078 mm). This 3D model was
stored in STL (Standard Triangle/Tessellation Language) format, which encodes
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the geometry of the object in a triangular mesh. Using Rhinoceros 6, a computer-
aided design software, we intercepted the 3D model with vertical planes, see
Figure 5.5. Finally, we projected the curves into the plane and processed the
discrete point to obtain a planar discrete curve with constant step size. The length
of each curve is approximately 1500 mm, and the separation between each curve
is 100 mm.

Figure 5.5: Top: 3D model (STL data). Bottom: Position of sampled curves,
obtained from the interception of the 3D model and vertical planes (Software:
Rhino 6). The black lines represent the intercepting planes, and the red lines, in
the highlighted area, represent the resulting curves. From the center to the bottom,
curves are labelled as ps_1, ps_2, ps_3, ps_4 and ps_5.

We observed that the curvature of the keylines is highly irregular, as a product
of the measuring technique employed. To reduce the noise, we proceeded as
follows: Let the curve 𝛾𝑛 ∈ R2, 𝑛 = 0, . . . , 𝑁 − 1 with a constant step size ℎ > 0,
be the raw data; then:

(0) — Let �̌� = 3.

(1) — For �̌� < 𝑁 , apply the Ramer–Douglas–Peucker algorithm to 𝛾𝑛, to obtain
a new curve �̌�𝑛, 𝑛 = 0, . . . , �̌� − 1, such that �̌�0 = 𝛾0 and �̌��̌�−1 = 𝛾𝑁−1.
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(2) — Construct a cubic spline curve 𝛾cs(𝑡), 𝑡 ∈ [0, 𝐿], using �̌�𝑛, 𝑛 = 0, . . . , �̌� −1,
as the control points; hence, 𝛾cs(0) = 𝛾0 and 𝛾cs(𝐿) = 𝛾𝑁−1.
(3) — Construct a discrete curve �̄�𝑛, 𝑛 = 0, . . . , 𝑁−1 with step size ℎ, by sampling
the cubic spline 𝛾cs(𝑡𝑛) in a appropriate manner such that ‖𝛾cs(𝑡𝑛+1) − 𝛾cs(𝑡𝑛)‖ = ℎ
and �̄�𝑛 = 𝛾cs(𝑡𝑛), 𝑛 = 0, . . . , �̌� − 1.
(4) — If the residual 𝑅 is greater than a prescribed error [,

𝑅 =
1
𝐿2

𝑁−1∑︁
𝑛=0

‖�̄�𝑛 − 𝛾𝑛‖ℎ > [, (5.1)

repeat from step (1), with a greater value of �̌� . Otherwise, the process ends.
In our case, we used [ = 10−3, and we observed that this produces a smoother

plot for the curvature, see Figure 5.6. Hence, we use �̄�𝑛, instead of 𝛾𝑛, as the input
curve of the fairing process.

5.2.2 Characterization by log-aesthetic curves
We applied the algorithm described in Section 4.2 to the 5 curves obtained from
the previous analysis. We noticed that the admissible set 𝑈 for the parameters
Θ, as defined in (4.40), was too broad and unexpected jumps in the value of the
parameters produced unrealistic outputs. To keep the optimization relatively close
to the initial guess, we decided to constrain the admissible set to �̄�0.1, defined by

�̄�0.1 := 𝑈 ∩ {
Θ ∈ R7 :

��Θ𝑖 − Θ̄𝑖
�� < 0.1Θ̄𝑖

}
, (5.2)

where Θ̄ is the initial guess for the IPOPT method, as described in Section 4.2.2.
In this way, �̄�0.1 constrain the final result to be in a 10% range of the initial guess.
Final results are presented in Figure 5.7. We note that the parameters that we
obtained provide a good fit of the input curve. We can observe that, despite the
curves being similar in shape to each other, the values of the parameter 𝛼 have big
variations. However, the final result is still a good fit, after finding the remaining
parameters. Let us note that, this algorithm allows us to input the parameter 𝛼 by
hand (or by replacing (4.55) by an alternative expression or algorithm) and then
we can continue with the next steps without any further change. In particular, in
Figure 5.8 we show the results of the initial guess obtained by fixing 𝛼 = 2. The
fact that we still obtained a good fit is attributed to the input curve having a soft
varying curvature. We conclude that the method proposed has a good performance,
however further analysis on the recovery of the parameter 𝛼 is required.
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ps_1

(raw and smoothen data) (close-up: smoothen data)

ps_2

ps_3

ps_4

ps_5

arc length arc length

Figure 5.6: Input curves without smoothing. Left column: Each curve represent
a different section of the car’s roof. Black lines are raw data and red lines are
the smoothen data (the input curves after noise reduction). Left column: raw and
smoothen curves in the plane, practically overlapping with each other. Middle
column: Curvature plot vs arc length for their corresponding input curves, where
the blue line is a reference for the constant ^ = 0. Right column: same as middle
column, with a close-up on the smoothen data.
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ps_1 ps_2 ps_3 ps_4 ps_5

1 2 3 4 5

alpha 4.44 1.73 0.30 -4.66 0.62

S 3070.37 2885.32 4125.71 3597.87 4966.19

s0 0.10 0.11 -0.27 -0.31 -0.55

l 0.49 0.52 0.37 0.42 0.31

phi -1.89 -1.90 -1.49 -1.48 -1.08

x0 -552.73 -549.88 -544.74 -537.90 -529.70

y0 3346.76 3346.06 3346.39 3347.03 3349.25

Figure 5.7: Discrete curves approximated by LAC. Each curve represent a different
section of half of the car roof, taken at 100 mm apart. Black lines: input curves.
Red lines: LAC output. The parameters in the table correspond to the smooth
LAC, according to Proposition 4.4, recovered from the approximation defined in
(4.34) using (4.33)
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ps_1
α = 2.000

ps_2
α = 2.000

ps_3
α = 2.000

ps_4
α = 2.000

ps_5
α = 2.000

ps_1
α = 4.436

ps_2
α = 1.735

ps_3
α = 0.296

ps_4
α = −4.661

ps_5
α = 0.616

Figure 5.8: Initial guess, with fixed 𝛼 = 2 at the top, and fixed by the algorithm
(Equation (4.55)) at the bottom. Black lines: Input curves. Red lines: LAC Initial
guess.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

Regarding the discrete Euler’s elastica, we provided a review of the literature on
the integrable discretization and showed concrete parameterizations that recover
the continuous framework. Although several results are well-known facts, explicit
expressions and proof are not found in the literature. In particular, we showed
that there are two possible definitions for the discrete Euler’s elastica which are,
indeed, equivalent (Proposition 3.12). We showed that their explicit solutions
can be written in terms of the Jacobi elliptic functions, and could be checked by
simply using the addition formulas for the Jacobi elliptic functions. In Section 3.3,
we presented an algorithmic approach to reconstruct a discrete Euler’s elastica by
seven parameters. This work can be seen as an extension of the algorithm provided
by D. Brander et al. in [6], and it can be used in cases where the input curve is
intrinsically discrete. We used our algorithm in Section 5.1 to the problem of
characterizing the profile keylines of Japanese handmade pantiles.

Regarding the log-aesthetic curve, we have shown in Proposition 4.4 that any
LAC segment (with parameter 𝛼 ≠ 1) can be obtained from a basic LAC by
applying similarity transformations. This shows that the family of LAC with the
same parameter 𝛼 is self-similar. In recent studies [20], the similarity geometry
framework was used to provide a similarity geometry analogue of the elastic
energy and to construct more general LAC and discrete LAC. We consider that
further studies exploiting the self-similarity properties of the LAC will be crucial
to attain generalized aesthetic surfaces and space curves. In Section 4.2, we
used Proposition 4.4 to construct an algorithmic approach to recover the seven
parameters that uniquely identify a given LAC, proceeding in a similar manner
than for the Euler’s elastica case. We expect that this algorithm will be used as a
new tool to characterize an existing object, which is particularly useful in reverse
engineering. Moreover, because the LAC is regarded as an aesthetically pleasing
shape, there exists an increasing interest from the industry to have algorithms
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like the ones presented that can be used in computer-aided design softwares. In
this thesis, and as a simple example of usage, in Section 5.2 we characterized
the profile lines of a car’s roof. As it was first discussed by T. Harada et al. in
[15], they considered that the value of the parameter 𝛼 gives specific attributes
to the curve’s character. However, we have seen that curves that are similar can
possibly have different values of 𝛼, which is a consequence of the curves not having
several changes in magnitude for their curvatures. One possible way to solve this
problem is by allowing the designer to input the expected value of 𝛼. Finally,
further extensions to this method could be the generalization into space curves,
or aesthetic surfaces, for which a result similar to Proposition 4.4 is needed. We
think that investigating generalizations that use the self-similar properties is a first
step to approach this task.
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